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Livestock grazing fee

High Noon in Washington, D. C.
____ fJby BetsyMarston

After a year of negotiation
between cattle growers, nine

_ national conservation organi-
zations and congressional aides, no
compromise was reached on the
controversial issue of fees for livestock
grazing on public land. With Congress
on the brink of adjourning last week,
there was no bill detailing what the
government should charge ranchers
who graze their cows or sheep on
publicly owned land in the West, and
no agreement about how to salvage
over-grazed lands or democratize
grazing advisory boards ..

The result is that on Dec. 31, 1985,
the current grazing fee formula
enacted seven yearsago dies, as do
advisory boards to the Forest Service
and Bureau of LandManagement that
are currently controlled by ranchers.
That passes the political hot potato
away from Congress and back to the
Secretaries of Interior and Agricul-
ture, who can administratively
establish a new grazing fee. Congress,
however, must still decide onwho gets
to serve on grazing advisory boards.
For much of 1985,there seemed to

be momentum for reforming the way
federal agencies parcel out permits for
grazing on millions of acres of public
lands in 16Western states.
. First was a climate of budget

austerity in the Reagan administra-
tion. As Don Crabill, director of

natural resources for the Office of
Management and Budget put it:
"Grazing fees are considered a
subsidy· similar to subsidies in
transportation, housing, small busi-
ness ... It is intended that most of
those subsidies will' be reduced or
eliminated. "
Secondwas the issue of decades of

degradation to public lands, with no
relief in sight. In 1975, 'for example,
the BLMconcluded in a report to the
Senate: "Public rangelands will
continue to deteriorate. Projections
indicate that in 25 years productive
capacirycould decrease by as much as
25percent." BLM officials later called
their predictions an understatement .
Nevertheless the third and last

draft of an "omnibus" range bill was
pronounced dead on Dec. 13 by Russ

Shay, a public lands aide to 'Rep. John
Seiberling, D-Oh. In a telephone
interview, 'Shay said Seiberling the
day before had met with the other
grazing bill sponsors -- Sen. Malcolm
Wallop, R·Wy., Sen. James McClure,
R-Id., and Rep. Morris Udall, D·Az. --
to see if a bill could be saved. Shay
said the problem was, "The bill had
become a bad. bill. The ranchers
overplayed their hand and got too
much of what they wanted."

Donald Michieli, program dir-
ector for the National Carrle-
men's Association in Wash.

ingron, , D.C., disagreed. He said
ranchers met in Denver two weeks ago
and approved the third draft bill,

(Continued on page 11)
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Colorado lawmakers prepare for 1986
It appears now' that the major

issues in the 1986 Colorado legisla-
ture may be continuations of
unfinished business: Amax's attempt
to gut the law which lets cities.
(particularly Crested Butte) protect
their watersheds; Mountain Bell's
attempt to free many of its activities
from regulation; Colorado-Ute Electric
Association's continuing quest for'
freedom from the Public Utility
Commission; attempts by environ-
mentalists to control transport of
hazardous materials and provide
information on such materials to the
public; and attempts by pro-develop-
ment interests, led by the Alliance for
Colorado, to obtain statewide fi-
nancing for water projects, highways
and other infrastructure through an
increased sales tax. . .
Thus far, bills prefiled by the

legislators are secret, but bills
recommended by interim legislative
committees which met during the

1985has been an excellent year for
High Country News. We go into 1986
with the highest circulation in memory
(ove't4,200) and a fairly good financial
picture (no indebtedness and some
money in the bank) thanks to the
ongoing generosity of Research Fund
contributors. We have a feeling that
the paper has helped make the Rocky
Mountain region a better place for
'permanent residents and visitors.

HCN s writers produced interest-
ing stories and. opinion pieces
throughout 1985, but we're especially
fond of two articles published this fall:
Ray Wheelet's "Last Stand for the
Colorado Plateau" .in the Oct. 14 and
28 issues, and Ray Ring's "Indictment
of Forestry in Arizona" in the Nov. 11
issue. As a result of those two articles,
we now give preference to writers
named Ray.

We know those articles stored
because they pushed Tom Wolfs Dec.
12, 1983, piece on how the Colorado
Rivet almost undermined Glen
Canyon Dam off the most mentioned
list. More than a, year after its
publication, people we met who
wanted to compliment HCN would
invariably say: "1 really enjoyed that
article on the Colorado you published
a while back." Now, thanks to the two
Rays, they don't have to go quite so
far back to cite a memorable article.

1985 will prove memorable
because we kept a resolution. In the
past, come March, we would
remembet the HCN index, or rather
the lack of the index, and then heap 24
back issues of HCN on whatever poor
soul happened ro be the winter
quarter's intern. But this year, each
intern plus staff offspring Wendy
Marston kept the index up to date on
the computer. The result is that the
index was a great research aid during
the year (no mote leafing through 20
old HCNs in search of the story on
radioactive water in the Colorado
River), and it will be ready fat the first
issue of 1986.
That issue, by the way, will not be

two weeks from now, on Jan. 6. It is
our custom to skip the first issue in
J anuary, thereby giving the. staff a
Christmas break. So the next issue will
be:an. 20, 1986]'If all goes well, it will

. \

summer are public. Two interim
committees -- one on Water and Land
Use and another on Highways and
Hazardous Materials -,-are particular-
ly important to environmentalists.
- The Water and Land Committee's

summer work yielded twelve bills.
Two would fund water projects
through an 0.4 percent sales tax, and
will be-among several bills that seek to
finance infrastructure projects
through sales tax. (Colorado now caps
its sales tax at seven cents; the bills
would raise that.) A sales tax water
financing bill in the last session
narrowly failed. to gain backing. Now
that it is clear that states must contri-
bute heavily to projects, water in-
terests are seeking funding to help
build such projects as Animas-LaPlata
and Narrows.

Other bills out of the Water and.
Land Committee sharply limit the
liability of the state and of companies
which own and operate dams.

contain not only an index, but also an
attempt at wrapping up 1985 and a
. tentative look at 1986.

We already know that 1986 will be
a year of change for High Country
.News because we are on the brink of
seeing staff member Mary Moran go
on to different things. Mary came to
HCN in fall 1983as the paper's first
Paonia intern. Because she had lived
in Wyoming, Idaho and New Mexico
in pursuit of various degrees and work
in geology, she knew the Rockies
better than the publisher and editor.
So after three months, she went on
staff, and over her two years with the
paper has become more and more.
valuable.

She leaves us at the height of her
energy and worth to the paper. It is
Mary who puts together most of the
photo. cenrerspreads, who finds the
photos we need to illustrate the news
stories, who draws the maps, who
gives the paper one of its'
proofreadings, who spends evety
other Saturday in the darkroom, who
writes and mails the checks to the
writers and photographers the day
after 'the paper is printed, who
maintains our photo and map files,
who reads and clips her share of the
newspapers which flood the office
every day, who tracks a variety of
issues and who does a score of other
jobs.

Needless to say, Mary has not
been richly rewarded in a financial
sense. Also needless to say, HCN has
been good to her in other ways, as it
has been good to all of the paper's
past and present staff. It is not just
that she knows the Rockies better than
when she came. Or that she knows
how to produce a paper. Or that she
has discovered what she really wants •
to do: obtain an advanced degree in
natural historyl environmental educa-
tion so that she can teach courses in
that subject.

Rather, it is that she discovered
herself capable of learning a large
number of skills and then using those
skills to go through a prodigious
amount of work in an orderly, calm
and capable way. HCN has a life of its
own, and no one person or group of
people are essential to that life. But

According to lobbyist J a Evans of the
Colorado Environmental Lobby, Bill
54 caps damage liability per dam
failure at $500,000, with anyone
victim able to collect no more than
$50,000.
The major bill emerging from the

Highway committee is a hazardous
material transport bill. Evans said
such. a bill is needed, but that the
reported bill is "weak" and would
infringe on local governments' ability
to determine routes and regulations.
The Colorado Legislature has 100

members (35 in the Senate and 65 in
the House), the vast majority of whom
are Republicans. Each legislator can
prefile up to four bills, and then file up
to two bills during the 140-day
session, which starts Jan. 8.
The Colorado, Environmental

Lobby can be reached at 303/320-
0329; 1724 Gilpin, Denver, CO 80218.

--Ed Marston

Mary Moran
Mary comes as close as anyone to
being indispensable and to embodying
the spirit of the paper.
Mary will be replaced by a variety

of people. The remaining staff will
pick up some of the duties she has
assumed. And her central job will be
taken over by Dianne Weaver, who
will move to Paonia from Eugene,
Oregon, in early January. Until
recently, Dianne edited and produced
Forest Planning, which is the monthly
magazine of Randal O'Toole's Cas-
cade Holistic Economic Consultants.
Dianne takes over her position just

as the intern guard changes. David
Havlick of Boulder le~ves HCN to
return to Dartmouth. Asian indication
of his worth, he will b~ replaced by
two people: Keith Waller of Sheridan,
Wyoming, and Mike Kusrudia of
Missoula; Montana. Keith formerly
worked for Nerco, which is a coal
mining firm, first as an environmental
technician and then as a public
information person. Mike is a student
at the University of Montana in
Missoula, and an editor of the college
newspaper.
Weare, of course, looking forward

to our skipped issue and to the
vacation which goes with it. But the
staff -- .the new staff, the departing
staff, the surviving staff -- is also
looking forward to 1986.Until Jan. 20,
we wish you a joyous holiday season
and send you out thanks for
continuing to make HCN possible.

··the staff
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Kennecott Copper comes back from deaQ~
The Kennecott Copper operation

near Salt Lake City, Utah, which laid
off allits workers in summer 1985,will
come back from the dead. The
operation, owned by Standard Oil
Company of Ohio, which is owned by
British Petroelum, announced Dec. 3
that it will spend. $400 million to
modernize the huge Bingham pit and
support-facilities, with the goal of
reopening no later than 1988.

The gigantic operation, which was
Utah's largest employer for almost a
century, could reopen earlier. But
Kennecott says that would require the
14 unions to take substantial
reductions in their current average
wage of$13.50 an hour and benefits of
another $10 an hour. Their labor
contracts expire this June. Kenne-
cott's attempt last year to get a total
cut of $6 an hour failed, and was
followed by. the March 26, 1985,
shutdown announcement (HCN,
3/18/85,4/15/85,9/16/85).

The layoffidled 2,500 workers, and
was the final blow. AJune 1984 layoff
had brought the workforce down from
4,600 to 2,500. Back in 1981, the
Deseret News reported, Kennecott
employed 7,400 employees and had a
$250 million payroll.

The modernized Kennecott won't
approach those numbers. It is
expected to reopen with 2,100
employees, and produce 76,000 tons
per day of ore containing something
less than I percent copper. Its
previous capacity was over 100,000
tons of ore per day.

The $400 million investment will
further automate the 85-year-old
operation. A crusher in the Bingham

~ pit will crush the ore, which will"then
be transported bya new five-mile-long
conveyor belt to a grinder. The ground
ore will then be shipped in a slurry
pipeline another eight miles to Magma
for smelting and refining. Formerly,
the ore went by rail from the pit to
Magma for crushing, grinding,
smelting and refining.

The conveyor belt and slurry line
will cut transport costs. But Kennecott
also expects sizable reductions in

.Kennecott's Bingham pit mine .

labor costs. If the unionswill not agree.
to those reductions, Kennecott may
seek to reopen with .a nonunion
workforce.

According to the firm, the
modernization and labor savings will
reduce its cost of producing copper by
20 cents a pound, and make it possible
to operate in any imaginable copper
market. Kennecott and other Ameri-
can producers compete against foreign
firms with richer ores and lower labor
and environmental costs.

Ores in Chile, Peru, Zambia and
Zaire average 2 to 3 percent copper.
Copper prices for the past several
years have ranged from 50cents to 70
cents, with the current price at 63
'cents ..Kennecott does not reveal its
cost of copper production. But another
famous copper mine, the Anaconda
operation at Butte, Mt., is said to need
$1 per pound to operate.

The Deseret News reported that
laid-off Kennecott employees are
"suspicious or indifferent" to the
reopening. But officialWayne Holland
of the United States Steelworkers,
which represents many of the
employees, says many want to return

to work. According to Holland,
whilemost have found jobs, "There is
a great' deal of underemployment --
they aren't making enough to
survive." He says he expects "hard
bargaining on a new contract, but I
don't believe the company is out to
break the union."

.Holland says that whilemoderniza-
tion is important, other factors will
also affect the firm's ability to reopen.
"The company, has operational
changes it can make which will make
the existing equipment more produc-
tive." He also says passage of the
textile import control bill by the next
Congress would limit copper imports
from Chile, and raise the price of
copper. Holland guesses that-because
the Bingham ore has significant
amounts of gold, silver arid molyb-
denum, it was producing copper prior
to this year's shutdown for about. 75
cents a pound. If costs are cut by 20
cents, as the company estimates,
Kennecott will be c-ompetitiveeven at
today's prices.

--EdMarston

A hot ski town fights Superfund listing
Aproposal to add part of a Utah ski

town called Park City to the Superfund
National Priorities List is making local'
officials scramble to defend the
resort's good name. Reminiscent of a
case in another .ski town -- Aspen,
Colorado -- Park City says Superfund
designation is bad for tourism (HCN,
3/4/85).

Prospector Square in Park City and
nearby Prospector Park include a
shopping mall, homes, .busineeses and
condominiums built on or around an
80-acre tailings pond site left by an old
silver mine. Heavymetals found in the
tailings site caused state health
officials to question the quality of the
air and groundwater around Pros-
pector Square. This past September,
the Environmental Protection Agency
recommended that Prospector be put
on the Superfund list.

The EPA's prioriry list names
. some 860 sites nationally that could be
eligible for Superfund money to study
and clean up environmental hazards.
According to EPA standards, to be
considered for the prioriry list a site
must score higher than 28.4 on the
agency's Hazard Ranking System,
which evaluates groundwater hazards, .
toxicity of materials, amount of

hazardous waste and a variery of other
criteria affecting a site. EPA rated 'the
Prospector site at 38.4.

While EPA's study found traces of
potentially dangerous silver, cad.
.mium, lead and arsenic in the
Prospector tailings, city officials say
they want to clean up the site without
EPA's Superfund help. They also
don't agree with EPA's numbers,
since an independent environmental
study of the site funded by Park Ciry
reportedly found a hazard rating in the
low20s, even in aworst case scenario.

Ciry manager Arlene Loble says
Park City would like technical
expertise from EPA, but that when it
,comes to assessing a cleaned-up area,
.the agency doesn't "know what right
looks like." Park City businesses and
residents recently spent more than
$1.3 million to cover the tailings with
topsoil to try to reduce the hazard from
windblown dust. In addition, work has
been done to ensure that Silver Creek,
which runs through the area, will be
Iprotected from any hazardous runoff.

Despite the city's attempts to stave
off a Superfund listing, EPA is
following its standard decision-making
process. After a 60.day public
comment period that ended in

'November, the agency began sifting
through testimony and data before
deciding the fate of the Prospector.
site. Region VIII Superfund Director
William Geise says the agency is also
searching for responsible parties that
could pay for any possible cleanup at
Prospector Square.

In the meantime, Park City's Loble
says the town is left in limbo and real
estate prices continue to drop. Geise.
says no decision is likely for "at least
six months." If the. past is any
indication, those months could stretch

- into a year or more. Geise says some
200 possible Superfund sites from
October 1984 still await EPA
decisions, including Aspen's Smug-
. gler Mine. .

--DavidHavlick

BAlmS
Better hide your Hams Tweed.
A Wyoming sheriff's investigator

told a federal judge that he became
suspicious of three men (later charged
with possession of ,2.7 pounds of
cocaine) because they were "too well
dressed" to be in the Rock Springs
area.

I)
I

Cbem-Nuclear: rejects
Soutb Dakota

HC)TLlNI:

In a surprise announcement,
Chern-Nuclear. Inc., the nation's
largest low-level radioactive waste
handler, said recently that none of the
sites it has tested in Fall River County,
South Dakota, are safe. Fractures in
formations beneath the sites might
allow radioactive wastes to seep into
groundwater, Chern-Nuclear officials
said. last month voters defeated the
establishment of a compact in South
Dakota that would have permitted a
regional dump to be established
somewhere in the state. Chern-
Nuclear said it will look again for safer
burial grounds.

BuRec seeks deep water
The Bureau of Reclamation has

begun a study to see if Colorado's
glacial aquifers can be used as
reservoirs. The mountain aquifers are
usually found at just over 9,000 feet
and range in size from 100 to 2,000
acres. The bathrub-shaped, under-
ground basins were formed during the
last ice age and tend to store and ftlter
water. Most of the study sites are near
the ContinentalDivide, scattered from
the Wyoming border in the north to
Ne~ Mexico's in the south. Sharing
the $1million cost of the srudy is the
engineering and, hydrological firm,
CORYCompany, Inc. The Bureau says
if aquifers can be used as. reservoirs,
fewer dams will be needed. The study
should be finished by 1990.

Hoax victim.

A Montana judge has ruled that a
U.S. Forest Service employee who set
a devastating fire on the outskirts of
Missoula July 12 was the victim of a
hoax. The unknown perpetrator of the
hoax, who called himself Lance
Peterman, convinced J im Cook in a
telephone conversation that he was
being hired,on a freelance basis .to set
a prescribed burn on Mount Sentinel.
The fire eventually destroyed 1,450
acres east ofMissoula, and resulted in
a charge against Cook of negligent
arson. Cook told the Great Fa/Is
Tribune that after he set the fire he
was confused that helicopters didn't
appear tocontrol it. When he called to
check on the helicopters, and realized
there was no Peterman, "The whole
underpinning of my life was
removed." Although the arson charge
has been dismissed, Cook faces a state
Iasuit to recover the $1.8 million
fire-fighting costs and the possibility
that the Forest I Service may not
reinstate him in his job as economist.
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HOTLINE ~. Agency takes to the air against coyotes
Roaming bisons

A U.S. district court judge has'
refused to order the federal govern-
ment to keep roaming bison inside
Yellowstone National Park, supporting
a new state law that permits
Montana's first buffalo hunt in over 30
years. Despite losing in court, the
president of the New York-based Fund
for Animals says group volunteers
may 'head into the field to disrupt
hunters and try to herd bison back into
Yellowstone. Montana livestock of·
ficials say that bison outside the park
can infect cattle with brucellosis,
which causes cows to abort. Last year
game wardens shot and killed 88 bison
after they crossed the park border and
entered private ranchland.

A br:eakdown of
law and order

The electric utility and coal
industries were taken by surprise a
decade ago by the failure of an
economic trend they thought was law:
linear growth of 7 percent per year in'
the consumption of electricity. Now
they are faced by the failure of 2. '

second economic law: the collapse of
the economy of scale, ,AUniversity of
Tennessee study paid for by the
Edison Electric Institute looked at the
construction costs of 100power plants.
According to Coal Week, the study
found that scaling up a plant produces
only small per unit savings, For
example, if it costs $500 million to
build a -iOO-megawatt plant, it would
cost $950 million to build an 800
megawatt plant at the same site. This
study indicates it makes more sense to .
meet growth by building smalle r .
plants, avoiding the risk of overbuild,
fill.

A Forest Service directive that.
allows coyotes to be shot from'
helicopters in Utah's Mount Naomi
Wilderness has galvanized opposition
from several environmental groups,

The Forest Service says the area's
recently approved management plan
allows helicopters to be used 'to control
coyotes along the Logan Front for up
to three flights per year. The plan's
guidelines, however, say that predator
control efforts must be directed at
eliminating the "offending animal,"
and that control efforts will be allowed
only when necessary to prevent
"special and serious" losses of
domestic livestock.

According to the Cache Valley
Group of the Sierra Club and the Utah
Wilderness Association, neither
guideline is being strictly observed.

The rwo groups claim the Forest
Service can't prove sheep losses are
•'special' or "serious;" nor can the
Forest Service prove it is targeting the
"offending" coyotes. .

Tom Lyon, a OWA board member,
said the helicopter control work is
slated for the winter, when coyotes
and their tracks can be more easily
spotted. But sheep are long gone,
Lyon said, which means no one can tell
which coyote killed a sheep months
earlier. _

Forest Service officials disagree.
Logan District Ranger Dave Baum-
gartner wrote to UWA coordinator
Dick Carter that experts say coyotes
are extremely territorial, and that the
territories can be accurately defined.
By "correlating the location where
sheep have been killed with what We
know about the territorial habit of the
cqyote, we fed very confident that the
offending animal or animals can be
identified even months after the sheep
leave tile allotment," Baumgartner
said,

1 "I'd like to see Some hard data on
thar one," said Jack SPFnce,
coaservarion chairman for the Cache
V~lley group of the Sierra Club.
S~ence said' the conservation groups
also can't accept the Forest Service
interpretation of the "special and
serious" clause in the management
plan. Spence and Lyon argue that in,

order for losses to be considered
special and serious, they must, at a
mfnimum, equal national average
lo~ses reported for the year.
-r According to a Forest Service

adnu,;,l report on grazing, a study of
eight Western states showed summer
sheep ,losses averaged 2 percent on
tile national forests. The grazing
allotment on the Mount Naomi
Wilde~ness Area numbers 1150sheep,
I 'and according to Logan Ranger

Drstrict records,· predator losses
reported by the local permittee have
a~era~ed 16per year for the past nine
y~ars, or approximately 1.4 percent of
t~e sheep allotment.

Ranger Baumgartner said the
'. special and serious losses" clause is
open to interpretation. The sheep
permittee would define the termino-
logy much differently than Spence or
Lyon, and the Forest Service must
base its decision on. all concerned,
Baumgartner said. But more irnpor-
tant, he said, is the intent of Congress
when it passed the Utab Wilderness
Act in September 1984.

"We just do not believe Congress
intended to disadvantage a permittee
just because the permit was inside a
newly named wilderness area, " he
said. "Congress made it clear --
predator control \activities would be

I

allowed under prescribed, reasonable
regulations," Baumgartner said.

Baumgartner was referring to a
passage in the Utah Wilderness Act
that says designation of an area as
wilderness "does not preclude a
number of activities, including
predator control, all of which are
conducted pursuant to reasonable
regulations as the Secretary of
Agriculture may prescribe."

He said the Forest Service position
is not in any wayan attempt to go
around the "reasonable regulations"
clause set down by Congress. Predator
control efforts are legitimate in
wilderness areas, and the Forest
Service is attempting to minimize the
impact on wilderness of those
legitimate operations by hunting at
the time of lowest use winter, he
said. ' , -

"The issue is wilderness; the
regularions ';"ere designed to protect
wilderness, and the coyote is a part of
wilderness .- we recognize that,"
Baumgartner said. "The wholesale
slaughter of coyotes is not our purpose
at all."

Spence agrees the issue is
wilderness, but added that the
question is whether the Forest Service
will follow wilderness management
guidelines in both its Forest Service
Manual and Wasatch·Cache Mange-
rnent Plan.

"His arguments are pure
sophistry," Spence said. "If. the
standards were written ambiguously
to allow any inrerpreration they damn
well please, then the whole process
was a waste of our taxpayer money. ,.

Lyon said there are weak links in
the statistical base 'on coyote-sheep
relationships, such as apparent
variabiliry in the interpretation of the
guidelines. But the important question
in this case is one of values, he said.
The issue of wilderness in the Mount
Naomi area has been debated for
many years, and now that it is finally
law, will the Forest Service manage it
with wilderness as the high value?

"We think it would be an
extremely bad precedent if the first
wilderness-management decision on
Naomi were to be a loosening of the
protective regulations,' Lyon wrote in
a letter to Baumgartner. Carter said
the OWA will formally appeal any
authorization of helicopter flights for
predator control, and Spence said he
will recommend the Sierra Club also
pursue official appeal.

--T,,,rVitaie

Skiing in Vermont

Affluent and the effluent
A controversy in Vermont over the

vast expansion of that state's ski areas-
provides an interesting contrast with
the Rockies. The controversy, report-
ed in the Nov. iz issue of The New
York Times by Fox Butterfield, is a
mix of humor, bigotry and environ-
mentalism. (See story at right.)

The central issue is the so-called
off-site impacts _. the construction of
massive second-home subdivisions on
and near such ski areas as Killington.
The controversy ignited when a
Vermont state agency denied a
Killington mountain subdivision per-
mission to discharge the wastewater
from a completed sewage treatment
plant into a stream. The ban on such
discharges came as a result of a
.lawsuir brought byrwo environmental
groups, and it has paralyzed mountain
home building throughout the Green
Mountains.

There have been a- variety of
reactions. Word that Killington might
use its waste water to make snow led
to bumper stickers that read:
"Killington: Where the.Affluent meet
the Effluent," as well as a variety of
puns on such themes as Ski the
Rockies.

The ski industry has counter-
attacked vigorously, charging Demo-
cratic Gov. Madeleine M. Kunin with
insensitivity to Vermont's rural
'poverty. The industry's Ski magazine
in its November issue said state
government 15 at war with resort
owners:

. 'GOY. Kunin .. Democratic,
immigrant, female, Jewish -- was
elected in 1984 in a state historically
not overwhelmingly fond of any of the
above." The governor responded that
the people of Vermont are not bigoted.

Environmental groups precipitated
the civil war, but it goes beyond'
environmental issues. According to.
the Times, the scale of ski area
development is so large it threatens to
wag Vermont. Killington, for ex-
ample, could have rooms for 40,000
skiers. By comparison, the state's
largest ciry, Burlington, has 38,000
residents. Srare Sen. Harvey Carter
said, "It raises the whole issue of what
we want to be in Vermont."

Although there are always battles
over the permitting of new or
expanding ski areas in the Rockies,
there has not been a state-wide issue
anywhere since the fight over bringing
the Olympics to Colorado in the 1970s.
It is likely that the scale of skiing in the
Rockies will never get large enough to
precipitate such a struggle. Contro-
versies over ski 'areas are likely to
remain local, centered on such issues.
as wildlife and the futures of small
towns located near proposed new
areas.

For the sake of comparison, there
are 50 million people within a day's
drive of Vermont's ski areas, while r

Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana
and 'Idaho between them have only 8
million people.

. --EdMarston
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Critics say ski areas threaten wildlife
Conflict between ski area develop.

ment and wildlife is a familiar story.
But on the White River National
Forest in western Colorado, the
intensiry of the long-time struggle has
escalated.

A boiling point was reached when
the Forest Service recently approved
expansion ~fthe Snowmass ski area
onto Burnt Mountain .. a growth in ski
capaciry of two-thirds. The Forest
Service :approval allows seven new
lifts and three new on-mountain
restaurants. It means Snowmass will
be able to accommodate 16,000
skiers at one time, instead of the
current 10,000.

Opponents of the project say
expansion will block a migration
corridor used by 1,200 mule deer' and
400 elk. The Colorado Wildlife
Federation, a citizens group, and the
state Division of Wildlife have each
appealed the Forest Service decision.
The DOW's appeal is unusual because
the two agencies are generally
cautious and diplomatic in dealing
with one another.

At the same time, conservation
groups are keeping a close eye on two
other pending decisions in the White
River National Forest: a proposed
expansion of the Vail ski area, and a
proposed land exchange of Forest
Service and private lands near Avon, a
small town close to the Vail and
Beaver Creek ski areas.

Each project concerns Richard
Woodrow, supervisor of the White
River National Forest. He says wildlife
and recreation are the key resources
on the forest and that both are top
priorities.
}:-'"$·~-<·We·inakea lot of decisions ... and
they are multiple. use decisions.
Unlike the Division of Wildlife, we are
not a single. use agency. So a lot of
times there are rrade-offs for
recreation, wildlife or other rypes of
things," he says.

Perry Olson, a regional manager
for the Division of Wildlife, sees the
situation differently. He says it's time
off- site impacts on wildlife were
addressed. "The Forest Service has
always been favorable in its outlook
towards ski areas... We' re concerned
that the wildlife resource is being
piecemealed out of existence. "Wild·
life is just as much of a national
resource as timber. The Forest Service
should be responsible for it. Just
because the animals have legs, and
can walk off the Forest Service land,
does not mean they are not a
resource," Olson adds.

"We realize that wildlife has to
share resources with the ski industry.
But we think that we always have to
give up and the Forest Service always
sides with the ski areas," says Steve
Bloemke, executive director of the
Colorado Wildlife Federation.
Bloernke and Olson both point out that
Colorado hunting and fishing reo
venues are nearly equal to those
brought in by the ski industry.

"We all agree that we need a
healthy skiing economy. But in
addition, we need to make sure there
is a place for wildlife. That hasn't been
factored into a lot of decisions the
Forest Service makes," Bloemke
charges.

White River National Forest
spokesmen say the Forest Service
, spends a lot of time and money doing
good things for wildlife, such as
conrrolled burning programs to create
more habitat, stream fisheries irn-
provernents projects, and programs

Ski lift at Vail, Colorado

for protecting soils and. water. forest
spokesman Matt Mathes says the
efforts are not necessarily "tit-far-tat"
comparable to ski area use, but adds
that the Forest Service, as a federal
organization, must consider national
needs in making land-use decisions.

Usually, the off-site impacts aren't
very far off·site . Most Colorado ski
areas consist of lifts and trails on a
Forest Service mountain with condo-
miniums, shops and parking areas at
the base on private land. The Forest
Service argues that its regulatory
responsibilities end at the forest
boundaries. Others say that since the
permitting of the ski lifts creates the
private land development, that too is a
Forest Service responsibility.

Woodrow acknowledges that
Forest Service land-use decisions on
projects such as ski areas set up the
possibility of development of critical
off-site private lands. But he adds that
his agency has no legal authority over
what takes place on those private
lands.

"We have an obligation to study
those impacts, expose those impacts,
. and suggest mitigation through the
proper agency, be it counry, town or
state. But I really don't feel that Lhave
any legal obligation; and if I 'rried to
hold up a project because of
something that happens on private
land, I feel they can take me to court
and beat me very easily," Woodrow
says.

Mathes echos Woodrow's corn-
ments. "The Forest Service lives in
the real world. We know that what we
do on Forest lands affects what
happens on private lands. But until
Congress changes our marching
orders, we do not have authority on
private land."

Bloemke says a lot of wildlife
habitat has been lost as the result of
some particular ski area decisions.
"We think the Forest Service ought to
take a look at the cumulative impact of
their dec'isions on resources in the
White, River and other areas as well.
The Forest Service really sticks .their
head in the sand on that. It may be the
case that wildlife resources are being

diminished a lot faster than they think.
Burnt Mountain is a good example."

Woodrow says that the Burnt
Mountain decision specifies that
development be delayed until 1991 in
order to allow concerned agencies
time to work together to solve the
migration corridor problem. The
corridor Is 'on private land, which is
zoned for development.

Woodrow says, "I really believe
that if there is not a united effort by all
entities .involved to maintain that
corridor, it's going to get developed.
Whether or not there's a Burnt
Mountain is not going to make a hill of
beans' difference."

Olson says Forest Service efforts to
get everyone together to solve the
problem is a positive first step. But he
adds that the process is reversed .. the
committee should have been organiz.
ed and worked our the problem before'
the land-use decision was made.

The state and Forest Service tried
to negotiate their differences, but
talks between David Getches of' the
Dept. of Natural Resources and
Regional Forester Jim Torrence broke
down, and the appeal is now going
forward.

Bloemke says the state's appeal is
a good sign. He says the state has not
been as effective as it should have
been in dealing with past wildlife
conflicts; and that all the agencies,
although they saw the problems,
failed to put real effort into finding
solutions.

"The Forest Service blames
everybody else, and everybody else
blames the Forest Service. That's a
heck of a way to run a railroad, for
everybody to say 'that's not my
problem.' It's somebody's problem,
and we're going to keep pressing the
issue to get not only the Forest
Service, but the state and others, to
deal with it," Bloemke says.

.,Kathy Heicber
o

Kathy Heicher is a freelance writer
living in Eagle, Colorado. This article
was paid for by the High Country
News Research Fund.

HOTLINE
Wildlife Division
bears down

New hunting regulations estab-
lished for the next three years at
November's Colorado Wildlife Com-
mission meeting could spell partial
relief for the state's black bear
population. Acting largely upon
recommendations from a bear man-
agement task force, the commission
designated a limited license spring
season to run from April 1 to June 15,
but retained an open fall hunt to tun
concurrently with deer and elk
seasons. Hunting with bait and dogs
will be allowed in the spring season
but not in the fall. Task force chairman
Reed Kelley said although he's disap-
pointed the commission didn't comply
exactly with his group's recornrnenda-
rions , the new rules are an
improvement on unlimited spring and
fall seasons, with 'bear .baiting. The
task force supported two limited
license seasons, but would have
permitted -all existing methods of
hunting. A January commission
meeting will determine the number of
licenses to be sold this spring, when
and where licenses will be available
for the fall season and' specific
guidelines for using bait. .

Badlands development
A Bureau of Reclamation plan to

decrease the saliniry of the Colorado
River would require development
within a spectacular stretch of
southern Utah badlands. The project
to build large saltwater holding
basins, a dozen wellheads, a power
line and a new building would take
place at Salt Wash, 16miles northwest
of H9.nksville. This barren, rugged
area is at the southwestern end of the
San Rafael Reef, which has been
discussed as the site of a new national
park. The Bureau of Reclamation says
the project would save farmers in
California's Imperial Valley some $1
million a year from fewer crop losses
due to salry water, but building and
maintenance costs would run to $2
million a year during the project's
50-year lifetime. The Bureau is now
deciding whether a full environmental
impact statement is needed. Com-
ments can be sent to Projects
Manager, Bureau of Reclamation, Box
640, Durango, CO 81301.

..~ BAlillS
A warm welcome for inmates.
'The site of a future La Plata

Counry, Colorado, jail is contaminated
with radioactive uranium mill tailings
and will have to be cleaned up, reports
the Glenwood pdt.
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Montana looks askance at aWyoming project
, I

___ -JJbyJanelle Gray

It's been called one of Wyoming's
best water development projects. But
despite official enthusiasm and state
legislative allocations of $3 million,
there's plenty of dissension over the
Middle Fork Reservoir waterproject -- .
on both sides of the border.

Wyoming proposes to build a $49
million dam on the Middle Fork of the
Powder River near Barnum, north of
Casper, Wyoming. Downstreain,
Montana agriculturalists rely heavily
on the Powder for irrigation; they
worty that a dam will cause their
already marginal water to deteriorate
further.

Some Wyoming residents also
oppose the project.They wonder if the
water is really needed and who will
pay for its development.

"The reservoir will undoubtedly be
used for recreation," said Cheri
Graves, who ranches with her
husband, Ken, in Hole-in-the-Wall
country near Barnum. "We're not
sure we want all the extra people
running around out here. Some people
just can' t resist taking their
four-wheel drive off the road. That
kind of use would ruin this area."

The debate over the Middle Fork
project has brought together the two
states who share the water. In 1985,
both the Montana and Wyoming
legislatures passed resolutions to
create the Basin Management Team,
also known as the Powder River
Management Plan Advisory _Council.
This October, 10 appointees to the
team from each state met in Sheridan,
Wyoming, to discuss theMiddle Fork
project and other waters in the
Yellowstone River Basin.

The meeting was unusual in that
Wyoming -- the upstream state '-- was
willing to discuss one of its
controversial water projects with its
downstream neighbor.' But the need
for negotiation was about all the two
states could agree upon. Early in the
meeting they drew philosophical
boundaries.

Montana and Wyoining are at odds
over the priority date on Middle Fork
water rights. Wyoming maintains the
rights were established in the 1940s
and therefore predate' the 1950
Yellowstone River Compact. That
compact prohibits transbasin diver-
sions of water without the permission
of other compact states. Wyoming is
attracted to the Middle Fork project
because the pre-compact dates would
allow water. to be piped out of the
Powder River Basin to high-growth
areas such as Gillette -- without
Montana's' permission. (Such. a
pipeline, incidentally, would add $108
million to the cost of the projecr.)

But Gary Fritz, of Montana's
Department of Natural Resources and
head of Montana's delegation,
insisted that the Middle Fork is'
covered by the Yellowstone River
Compact. "The Middle Fork is part of
Wyoming's allocated flow," he said.
"The compact Is very clear on this."

George Chrisropolous, Wyoming's
state engineer, disagreed, and
Wyoming State Sen. Kelly Mader
asked the Montanans: "Whose water
law prevails on a water project in your
state? If suddenly we preempt that,
we invite chaos on our own system."
Fritz replied that the' Yellowstone
River Compact is part of Wyoming
water law because' the compact

addresses any water project built after
1950.

The pre-compact date will be a
moot issue if Wyoming can't acquire
the rights to Middle Fork water.
Rights are now held by the Powder
River Reservoir Corporation, a small
group of irrigators in the Sussex area
near Barnum. Most stand to gain
additional irrigation water if the
project is built.

In the 1970s, the corporation tried
repeatedly to construct the reservoir.
But when they could not identify a use
for most of the water, they were
denied necessary BLM right-of-way
permits.

Then in 1983, under Secretary of
Interior ] ames Watt, the BLM
abruptly granted the right-of-way
permits. Ranchers in the area were
dismayed at what they considered the
BLM's capricious reversal. "They said
it was notnecessary to show beneficial
use for the water," said Cheri Graves.
"No public meetings were held and
the landowners that would be flooded
were not notified."

Last February, the Wyoming
Legislature directed the Wyoming
Water Development Commission to
gain control of the water rights. That
has not been an easy task. The
irrigating corporation had borrowed
over $1 million from Exxon to
purchase water storage permits, land
and BLMpermits. In exchange, Exxon
received an option on about 80
percent, or 25,000 acre-feet, of the
water. Now the state is attempting to
work out a three-way agreement with
the irrigators and Exxon, with the
state paying off the corporation's loan
in return for everything the corpora-
tion got. Then the .corporation will pay
back Exxon and the state and Exxon
will sign a new contract.

"We have reached an agreement
in principle with· the irrigators,"
announced Mike Purcell, adrninistrat-
or of the state's water commission, at
the October meeting. Purcell said the
state would begin negotiations with
Exxon next. Since then, progress has
stalled. Exxon said it wants more than
the anticipated 15,000 acre-feet of
industrial yield in order to have more
water left over after fulfilling a
contract with ARC a for 12,500
acre-feet. And Exxon does not want to
pay a readiness-re-serve fee, a
nominal charge designed to offset
some of the operation and main-
tenance costs involved in keeping the
water available for an industrial user.

Of the reservoir's firm"annual yield
of 27,000 acre-feet, 4,000 acre-feet,
would be sold to the irrigators for $3
per acre-foot, or $12,000 a year. "This
water will cost the state $120 an
acre-foot to develop," criticized] acky
Cahill, staff member of the Powder
River Basin Resource Council,a group
working closely with Wyoming
ranchers opposed to the project. "The
state would be subsidizng a few
agricultural users .ar a tremendous
cost to other Wyoming citizens."

Wyoming hopes to recoup the cost
of the dam by selling 15,000 acre-feet
of water to Exxon or another industrial
user. But industry will pay for the
water only if they use it. "The. life
span of the dam could be half over by
the timeExxonwants the water, " said
Cahill.

Even while admitting no one has
- an immediate use - for the water,
Wyoming officials still consider the

I

project one of the best in the state.
"What will be of key significance is
the industrial yield," Purcell said,
"But we don't have what would be
considered as a presently defined
need. We are looking at the project as
an investment."

Some Middle Fork ranchers
consider it a -poor investment. "We'd
.like to see someone express some
definite interest in this water before
the state goes ahead with the
project," said Ken Graves. "Right
now, there are just the 15 irrigators at
Sussex who have a positive use for the
water. But industry is not interested.
This seems to be a real waste of state
money."

At the October meeting, Wyoming
and Montana also butted heads over
the question of downstream water
quality.

Montana believes the Yellowstone
River Compact protects water quality
for future use in Montana. But
Wyoming interprets the compact
differently. "On the question of water
quality," said State Engineer George
Christopolous, "we feel the compact
(deals with) water quantity, not
quality."
Both states have conducted water

quality studies, with widely divergent
results. Montana's Department of
Natural Resources found that salinity
in the Powder could increase during
heavy irrigation months if the Middle
Fork is dammed. Oil producers
near Midwest, Wyoming, dump"
150,000 tons of salt a year into Salt
Creek, which empties into the Powder.
It is normally diluted by relatively
clean Middle Fork water. Storing
Middle Fork water will increase the
proportion of Salt Creek flowing in the
Powder River and drive up the salt
load, the study concluded.

Montana would like Wyoming oil
producers to dispose of the salty
wastewater on site. But Bill Garland,
. water quality administrator for
Wyoming's Department of Environ-
mental Quality, said that Wyoming
doesn't have the authority to require
oil producers to do this. And he
pointed out that reinjecting the water
would dry up Salt Creek, which is used
by Wyoming stock animals and
wildlife.

A Harza Engineering water quality
study commissioned by Wyoming's
water commission cites an effect
nearly opposite that noted by
Montana. The study measured salinity
at Moorhead, Montana, in terms of
Total Dissolved Solids (IDS). While
TDS would increase overall, the report
says, salinity would actually decrease
in the heavy irrigation monchs of] une
to September.
Montana's Fritz cautioned the

two-state team. "Don't assume! that
100 to 200 milligrams per liter (ofTDS)
is not significant to us," he said.
"Water quality in the Powder River is
- marginal now. "

The disparity in the two studies is
one issue the Basin Management
Team may be able to resolve .. At the
October meeting, the two states
agreed to exchange data before
meeting again in ] anuary. " We'll be
able to figure out what the'
assumptions were in both studies and
make a determination about what the
real life picture is, II. said State Rep.
Lynn Dickey, a member of Wyoming's
team.

Historical and archaeological ar-

MONTANA
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gumenrs against the project are made
less frequently, but they add weight to
criticism of the dam. The Hole-in-the
Wall country, which would be buried
by water, is famous as the hideout of
Burch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid.
An archaeological study of the dam
and reservoir site also found
pictographs, rock shelters, tipi rings
and other evidence of human
habitation.

"We probably have in this area a
record of the entire 10,000 years of
human occupation," said Dr. ] ulie
Francis, assistant director of" die,
Wyoming State Archaeology office at
the University of Wyoming, who led a
study of the land. Cairns indicate that
the Middle Fork was part of a major
human migration pattern. Surface
findings alone hint that the area could
be one of the most significant
archaeological sites in Wyoming.
"You could spend an entire
professional career working on 'these
sites," Francis said. As a result of her
study, she recommended that the
Middle Fork be included in the
National Register of Historic Places.

The study also pointed out the
unique ecological diversity of the"
Middle Fork area. Bordered on one
side by the Great Plains and on the
otherby the Great Basin, it serves as a
buffer between the two. The
grasslands of the Powder River Basin
and the foothills of the Bighorn
Mountains also meet at the Middle
Fork. A dual ."ecotone," the Middle
Fork could provide valuable scientific
data.

It remains to be seen if scientific
and archaeological considerations will
weigh heavily in the decision that is
.finally made on the Middle Fork.
Wyoming's water commission is
working hard to prepare a preliminary
recommendation"on the water project
for the legislators when they convene,
in February. "We quite frankly see
-some positive things that could be
done for Wyoming in terms of this
project," said Mike Purcell. "Like-
wise there are some warts."

D

] anelle Gray is a freelance writer
based in Sheridan, Wyoming. This
article was paid for by the High
Country. News Research Fund.
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Montana plays 'hot potato' with its economic woes
An economically battered Montana

is quarreling fiercely over the cause of
irs problems. Those problems are
symbolized by the November an-
nouncement that a large Burlington
Northern locomotive repair shop in
Livingston will be closed by late 1986.
The closure will wipe out work for 350-
people. The $27,000 per year jobs
represent top money in the rural,
7,000-person town, which also serves
tourists heading south toward Yellow-
stone National Park.

Republicans and some business
interests, including the Montana
Chamber of Commerce, charge that
the state's "anti-business" attitudes,
fos rered by Democrats, have caused
the. closing of several plants.
Montana', whose agricultural economy
was hard hit by droughr last summer,
is one of a handful of states whose
total personal income declined
recently. The state is also in the midst
of an economic shift, as mining and
tourism become more important and
agriculture, logging and manufactur-
ing decline.

Because the governor and the state
House are Democratic (the state
'Senate is split), in bad times the
Democrats are vulnerable to charges
such as the following from Montana
Republican Chairman John Brenden:
"There also has been an alarming rise
in rhe number of existing jobs which
are imperiled because of these
Democratic policies. ',

Democrats have responded to the
"anti-business" charges by accusing
their critics of feuding instead of
cooperating with Gov. Ted Schwin-
den's Build Montana program. State
Rep. Ray Peck, D-Havre, said: "Once
again, while the, Democrats are
building Montana, Republicans are
blaming Montana." In response to
charges that tile Democrats have piled
taxes on BN, Sen. Tom Towe,
D.BiIlings, has said' BN paid no
federal taxes on $2.8 billion in profits.
In Monrana, he said, BN pays lower
taxes than two other· utilities .-
Montana Power and Mounrain Bell --
even thoughBN has more revenue. He
also said BN's property rax rate is
lower than that of the competing
trucking industry.

But the charge rhar Montana
Democrats are 'anti-business' has
had effect. Gov. Schwinden has
offered to ask a special session of the
legislature in 1986 to roll back BN's
property taxes, which were doubled on
the lasr day of the 1985 legislature:

The Montana legislature will not
meet in regular session in 1986. But
the BN and other closures are being
used by conservatives and some
Republicans to gear up for the 1986
legislative election. According to Gail
Stoltz of the Montana Alliance for
Progressive Politics, they are taking
dead aim at the strong grip Democrats
have on the towns along rhe BN main
line. ,

Although the BN has wiped out
3,200 Montana jobs since 1980,
several thousand remain in Havre,
Laurel, Glendive and even Livingston.
If ' Republicans can convince those
towns that jobs depend on a better
business climate. the state's political
balance could shift.

Stoltz said the campaign goes
beyond an attempt ro pick up
legislative seats. She says the 'Better
Business Climate" approach has a
long history in Montana politics,
encompassing a number of goals

..,..------------------------,
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Strip farming in Montana's Flathead Valley
which could change the state, starting
with . 'union wage concessions and
fewer environmental regulations."
The approach, she said, calls for a
sales tax to shift taxes from property
and income raxes. Business generally
prefers a sales tax, which hits
consumption and consumers, to taxes
on property and income.

Montana is known as a union state,
and the campaign against unions is
apparent in the fight over BN. The 350
BN workers scheduled to lose their
jobs are union members,' and
Republican state Senator Par Good-
over of Great Falls told the Great Falls
Tribune that AFL:ClO leader Jim
Murray is a major cause of job loss in
Montana. He blamed job losses at
shuttered Atlantic Richfield's Ana-
conda Butte' copper operation and
potential losses at an aluminum mill
formerly owned by Atlantic Richfield
on union demands and strikes.

Typical ofthe rhetoric 'surrounding
the battle are comments from Steve
Yeakel, rhe executive director of the
Montana Republican Parry. He told
the Great Falls Tribune that state
Democrats espouse "the narrow-
minded philosophy of 'get it while you
can, tax it 'til it drops.' "

While Schwinden appears willing
to reduce BN's taxes (the railroad says
the tax increase legislation in 1985 had
nothing to do with the proposed
closing), other Democrats are taking a
more traditional approach. The Public
Service Commission, an' elected body,
is attempting to exercise authority
over the locomotive shop to delay or
stop irs closure. The state's three
'D~mocrats in Washington, D.C.,
Sens. Max Baucus. and John Melcher
and Rep. Pat Williams, have appealed
to BN ro keep the shop or to set ,up
impact funds. According to the
Tribune, Williams indicates that
unless BN cooperates, the Democrats
will oppose federal legislation favoring
BN.

Schwinden himself, while scramb-
ling politically to cut damages, has
attempted to take the long view,
saying, "What's happening here is
whar is happening around the state
and the country in traditional
indusrries." Reflecting the declines in
manufacturing, agriculture and some
mining, the BN has cut its locomotive
fleet from 3500 in 1981 to 2800 today.
It has also closed branch lines into
,rural areas, further hurting agricul-

ture. 1

Railroads are not the only trouble
spot in Montana. An aluminum plant
in Columbia Falls, in the Flathead
Valley so~th of Glacier National Park,

has been in the news since a year ago,
when Atlanric Richfield announced it
would either 'sell the 1,000-worker
plant or close it. It couldn't find an
outside buyer, but it did finally sell to
a group headed, by former ARCO vice
president Brack W. Duker. Duker is
now hustling to save the plant -- a
save he says depends on three things:

Large pay cuts by the unionized
workforce;

An $8 million economic develop-
ment loan from the state; and

Lower electric rates from the
Bonneville Power Authority.

The plant rescue nearly didn't get
by the first hurdle, as union members

to the amazement of almost
everyone, apparently including them-
selves -- rejected 15 percent cuts in
pay and benefits by a 325·310 vote in
late November. The workers may have
hoped for a better offer. Instead,
Duket announced the closing of the
plant. That led to a new vote on the
same contract, and it passed 505-98.

However, the State Board of
Investment wants more informacion on
how the plant is to be operated and
what guarantees there are that the $8
million will keep the plant open. At
first, the plant was to be owned by its
employees. Now the Columbia Falls
Aluminum C~. is to be owned by
investors, but have a generous
profit-sharing plan.

The BPA's power rates may also
prove tough to change, although a
meeting earlier in 1985 in Columbia
Falls attended by more than 3,000
people concerned about the loss of the
town's only major industry did catch
the attention of the power agency.

According to Tim Sterns of the
Northwest Conservation Act Coalition
in Seattle, the aluminum industry has
been caught in an electric energy cost
squeeze· caused by the Northwest's
disastrous attempt to build nuclear
power plants, including the famous
WPPSS project, Sterns said BPA's
customers are paying for $7 billion
worth of plants that have been either
abandoned or mothballed.

The BPA, Sterns' said, is
considering several approaches to the
region's aluminum industry, including
variable rates tied to the price of
aluminum. But the electric rate the
new company says it needs is still
lower than the BPA's tentative
proposal.

The proposed closing of the BN
shop and the erratic behavior of the
Columbia Falls union workers may
strengthen the "Better Business
Climate" and anti-union forces in
Montana. But other fallouts from the

•

poor economy could aid those who
favor utility regulation and unions.

Now that 'the courts have ruled in
favor of an $80 million rate increase
for Montana Power Company to pay
for its' Colstrip 3 coal-fired power
plant, electric rates will be rising over'
the next eight yeats throughout the'
state.

Margie MacDonald of the North-
ern Plains Resource Council, a
coalition of ranchers and environ-
mentalists, said, "Colstrip will be a
good organizing theme for consumers
and low-income people. It lays the
groundwork for presenting some
statutory reforms. We happen to be
having a very cold winter. Consumers
will be hit hard,"

The long battle over who should
pay for the completed Colstrip 3 plant
(the consumers will pay), and the soon
to be completed Colstrip 4 plant
(Montana Power will sell that plant to
a group of investors, and then lease it
back in the hope-of selling the
electricity out of state) is a product of
the same economy hitting BN and
other industries. .

According to MacDonald, "I
believe Montana Power chose to
speculate on the expansion of the
economy of the region."

Gail Stoltz agrees. "The Dow
Jones may be at 1500, but us folks out
here aren't doing well." The damaged
agriculture and natural resource
economies, she said, have cut BN's
traffic by 20 to 30 percent, and that,
more than any tax increase, has sent it
in a continuing search for savings.

What lies ahead for Montana's
economy? Stoltz said state govern·
ment, under Schwinden's Build
Montana program, "is still chasing
smokestacks .. still trying to entice
Anaconda, BN, and others back to
Montana." She sees rhar chase as
hopeless. EN, she said, had a $25
million tax reduction over the last
several years. I "During that same
period, they cut 3,000 jobs in
Montana." i

MacDonald Of the ranchers' group
suggests that agriculrure could again
be a vital economic force in Montana,
if state government would suppott it.
As an example of whar can be done,
-she says the Minnesota and Texas
state governments have been effective
in moving the U.S. Congress roward a
rational farm.bill: one which supports
small agriculrure, rather than paying
large subsidies to a few major
producers.

--Ed Marston



"We used to ride with the roundup,
Senator John B. Kendrick's OW
outfit. We were holding the herd one
time while half the men, had their
dinner. Often, when the wagon came
around, the neighbors would come for
a chuckwagon dinner, and we saw a.
lady and her daughter drive in. Our
relief came out and told us we could go

eat. One of the fellers said, 'No way!'
I'm not going in there and eat with
those women. I don't mind Amy and
Elsie and the rest of the boys. But I'm
not going in with: those women.' "
»Elsie Lloyd (left) and Amy Chubb,
sisters, on their ranch near Kaycee,
Wyoming.
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The alfalf;
do

"It's hard on you, I know, but I'm
happy working outside. That's the
main thing. And wrinkles are
character. Some people say that.
Sometimes I'd just as soon have a little
glamour. I don't know what for,

d
cs

C

<
"I started rodeoing when I was 15
because I couldn't do anything else. I
knew how to ride a horse and I wanted
to prove to the world I could. My
horse, Belen, was the best cutting
horse that ever was, but he was a
mean son of a bitch. He'd have killed
me 'till the day he died, But I'd love to
have another horse like him. If I ever
find one, I'm going to get him, even if
I have to sell the ranch to do it."
-Fern Sawyer, on her ranch near
Nogal, New Mexico.
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'! alfalfa plants
don't care

Photographs by TeresaJordan

m you, I know, but I'm
ing outside. That's the
~. And wrinkles are
,orne people say that.
'd just as soon have a little
don't know what fnr,

though, 'cause the alfalfa plants don't r
care. And my horse don't care. He
knows who I am, anyway."
--Frances Bentley on her ranch near
Casper, Wyoming.

15
.e. I
ired
My
ting
s a
lied

Photos and quotes are from the book, Cowgirls:
Women of the American West. Author and
photographer Teresa jordan grew up on a ranch in
southeastern Wyoming, surrounded by women
who worked outdoors as hard as men. She says her
curiosity over whether women were as involved in
the cattle industry in other parts of the West led to
her travels -. 60,000 miles through 10 Western
states to interview almost 100 women working on
ranches and in the rodeo. The book is available for
$19.95, hardback, or $10.95, paperback,. from
Anchor Press/Doubleday, 245 Park Avenue, New
.York, NY 10017. Jordan now lives in Butte, ..
Montana.lear

"After my husband died, some kids
broke in and took some of his things _".
mementos, you know. A locket with
, some hair in it. Other things. And it
got me down. I thought, what's the
use of even going on. But I got up the
next morning and my cow needed
milking, my chickens needed fed. So I
milked her and Ifed 'em and I've been
fine ever since. ,.
--Loreena "Ma" Mueller, on her
ranch near Custer, South Dakota. ' t ..Annette Pollard, bull and bronc

rider, at the Hereford, Texas,
All-Woman Rodeo.
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DRAFT Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement
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GRIZZLY BEAR
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MONTANA GRIZZLY PLAN
Montana's Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Packs has released its draft
environmental impact statement on the
grizzly bear and wants citizen, reaction by
Jan. 1. The hefty 2S0-plus page draft
includes management options for the
bears that range from liberal year-round
hunting seasons to no hunting at alL The
department's preferred alternative makes
use of a limited grizzly hunt to maintain or
increase current bear populations. Send
your comments to Montana Department
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, 1420 E. 6th
Ave., Helena, MT '9620.

PERMACULTURE IN OZ
The first issue of The Permaculture

Activist, a f z-page. newsletter, is titled:
"Permaculture in Oz," where Oz refers to
Australia. The goal of the new quarterly is
to promote "individual activism, starting
with careful design, leading to regenera-
tion of evolving life systems." The group
says "activism" includes seed saving ,
reducing personal energy use, environ-
mental political work, socially responsible
investment, commercial or home organic
gardening and tree planting. For
subscription information (rates are
variable. depending on situation), write:
Permaculture Institute of North America,
6488 Maxwelton Rd., Clinton, WA 98236.

RESOLVING ENV,IRONMENTAL
DISPUTES

In an era of complex environmental
'disputes, the most acrimonious cases
frequently get the biggest headlines, but
those settled through direct negotiations
often gain the more lasting results, says
Gail Bingham, author of a new book
called "Resolving Environmental Dis-
putes: A Decade of Experience." More'
than 160 cases in which negotiation was
used are analyzed. The $15 book is:
available from the Conservation Founda ..
tion, 1717 Massachusetts Ave. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036 (202)797-4300).

LETTERS
ENJOYABLE AS EVER
Dear HeN,

Three cheers for Ray Ring! That
son of stuff makes contributing to the
Research Fund a pleasure. I have fond
memories of my six years in Idaho
(Moscow) and have a continuing
interest in the West.

My Christmas holidays will be
nonexistent, as I 'am doing a rush job
for EPA, which wants another check
on oil pollution at Port Valdez. The
Alyeska Terminal Ballastwarer Treat-
ment Plant is again under investiga-
tion. Life in -my 16x20 shack is as
enjoyable as ever. While the Aurora
flickers overhead, I stoke my
cookstove with dry aspen and wish for
more snow.

Happy holidays from a reader of
HeN for ten years ..

Douglas Mcintosh
Fairbanks, Alaska.

CONTROVERSIAL PLAN
FOR THE SALMON

A proposed management plan. for
Idaho's Salmon National Forest would
open more than 200,000 acres of roadless
area for development and provide for 21
million board feet of timber to be cut from
the forest. "each year. To harvest that
amount of wood, an additional 22 miles of
roads would be built annually for the next
10 years, says Salmon Supervisor Richard
Hauff. 'Although no wilderness designa-
tions are included in the Forest Service's
preferred alternative, many of the'
606,000 remaining rcadless acres would
be managed as semi-primitive, which
means motorized use would be allowed.
Conservation groups have attacked the
plan for its emphasis on logging.
Comments should be sent by Jan. 10 to
Salmon National Forest, Box 729,
Salmon, ID 83467.

CALLING ALL ENTREPRENEURS
While the electric utilities engage in a

secular version of arguing how many
. angels can dance on the head -of a pin,
their industry IS being radically
transformed. Or so says Christopher
Flavin in Worldwatch Paper #61. Flavin
writes that the utilities, aided by the U.S.
Department of Energy, are wondering
how many new coal and nuclear power
plants will be needed in the 1990s. He
says the argument Ignores volatile
demand, high capital costs and
environmental problems.. Those factors
make the question of "how many plants
must be built?" irrelevant. The real
question, Flavin says, is how to cope with
volatile demand, high capital costs and
environmental problems while keeping
the -lights on.vThe writer believes the
answers are at hand: cogeneration, small
and quickly built fossil fuel plants, wind
generators and conservation to control
demand. But so entrenched is the
industry's technology, says the 70-page
booklet, that the Edison Electric Institute
won't even count heretics such as wind
and other new energy sources' in its
surveys of the industry. Flavin predicts
the industry may go the way of Ma Bell,
with cogenerarors , such as paper mills
and refineries, .and entrepreneurs. with
wind generators and small hydro projects,
feeding their -- kilowatt-hours into a.
common carrier transmission system
operated by the utilities. Paper #61, titled
"Electricity's Future: The Shift to
Efficient and Small-scale Power," is
available for $4 from: Worldwatch
Institute, 1776- Mass. Ave. NW,
Washi.n·gton, D.C. 20036.

THE WHISTLEBLOWERS
COMMUNITY

The New York Times reports that
there is a growing community of federal
whistleblowers , or "ethical resisters,' a
name one student of the phenomenon
prefers. At present, efforts are underway
to organize that community and provide
new whisrleblowers -- confronted by the
stress of going against their agencies and
faced with almost certain retaliation __
with support. Donald R. Soeken. who
-runs the Association of Mental Health
Specialties in College Park, MD, himself
an ex-whisrleblcwer and chairman of the
Whistle blowers Assistance Fund, is
pulling the names of whistleblowers from
the files of 6,400 whistle blower cases.
Ann Martin of the Coalition to Stop
Government Waste (2021546-1200), also
an ex-whisrleblower, saysr , "There's a
definite whistleblowers community. We
know where to go for help. There's a
safety net."

~~N-. ....I'"I ~ ~ ~~
KITCHEH I /r~&n Clivus Multrum compost-

I Q) ing toilet is waterless,
_ chemtcal-less and odor-

free. The process is aerobic.
the end product valuable
and useful. Our system
converts toilet and kitchen
waste' to organic fertilizer
with no contribution to
groundwater or air pollution.
Clivus Multrum: a handsome
and sensible solution. May
we send you a complete
description and installation
requirements?

Teton Tinkers & Treder.
80_ 91, Victor. ID .83455

(208)787-2495
I

OPEN·PIT MINE
A proposal to build an open-pit gold

and silver -rmne south of Helena,
Montana, would disturb 965 acres of land,
some of which is winter habitat for deer
and elk herds. according to the project's
draft environmental impact statement.
Known as the Montana Tunnels Project,
the mine would produce 15,000 tons of ore
per day and last for 12 to 13 years. Black
bear, coyote, hawks and eagles are also
known to live in or around the proposed
site. Written comments about the mine's
draft EIS are wanted through Dec. 30.
Write to Kit Walther, Chief, Environ-
mental Analysis Bureau, Montana
Department of State Lands, Capitol.
Station, Helena, MT 59620.

YELLOWSTONE BIRD COUNT
Yellowstone National Park's annual

Christmas bird count will screech to a
start at 7:00 a.m. on Jan. 5, just one of
1,400 similar counts nationwide. Birders
will convene at the Town Cafe in
Gardiner, Montana, with a $3 fee being
charged to cover publication costs. All the
results of this year's count will appear in
the] uly 1986 issue of American Birds.
Call Joe Zarki at 3071344-7381, ext. 2338
for more details.

YOUTH CREW LEADERS to supervise
volunteer high school students in outdoor
conservation work for a 4-5 week period.
Program areas throughout the country in
national parks and forests. Previous
experience teaching / supervising teen-
agers, outdoor work skills (i.e., trail
maintenance), backpacking, first aid.
Minimum age 21. Send or call for an
application to Student Conse rvaeion
Association, P.O. Box 550, Charlestown.
NH 03603 (603/826-'206). Closing date
Feb. 1. (2x24)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORWANTED with.
marketing experience to supervise staff of
non-profit consumer energy research,
information and service organization.
Salary plus excellent benefits including
neaJth insurance, paid vacation and
holidays. Send resume and salary history
to Sun Power Consumer Assoc. Search
Committee, 7637 S. Garland, Littleton,
CO 80123. Deadline 12/27/8'. (lx24)

NEATsn'FF

RECYCLED PAPER. Send for FREE color
catalog of environmental norecards and
recycled office .and printing paper. Earth
Care Paper, 325-CY Beech, Harbor
Springs, MI 49740. (7x23)

FOR· THAT SPECIAL CHILD ... The
heart-warming, neglected classic, And A
Cat Named Sorpresa. A look at part of
Mexico and its people ... the 'r0nder of
weaving ... the sounds of Spanish ... and a
'charming cat .. Paperbound, 34 pp, $2.63
postpaid from Mirada Larga Press, P.O.
Box 682, Livingston, MT '9047. (2x23)

CLASSIFIED ADS cost 20 cents per word,
prepaid, _'5 minimum. Rates vary for
display ads; write H,CN, Box 1090,
Paonia, Colorado 81428' or call 303/527·-
4898 for further information. .

Notice: It is immoral and perhaps
illegal to knowingly share copies of High
Counp-y News. Resolve to go straight! A
one-year subscription is $20 from HCN,
Box 1090, Paonia, CO 81428.

HeN T-SHIRTS are 100% cotton in
white or red, sizes small, medium or
large. Send $8.'0 to HCN, Box 1090,
Paonia, CO 81428.

NEW HIGHS IN TRASH COLLECTION
An expedition is being planned to

remove garbage from the slopes of Mr.
Everest. A group of concerned mountain
climbers, trekking companies and
Nepalese Sherpa guides is undertaking
the project. The zs.ouu-foor-bigh mount-
ain, the world's highest, was basically
free of refuse until the early 1960s when
mountaineering became popular. Today,
ice ladders and empty oxygen cylinders
litter the higher slopes, while tens of
thousands of non-degradable food
containers have accumulated at the base
camp. Despite regulations requiring all
garbage to be carried away, the problem
has continued to grow. Organizers are
seeking $50,000 to fund the expedition. If
you would like to contribute to the Earth
Preservation Fund, a nonprofit organiza-
tion, its mailing address is: -Everesr
Clean-Up Expedition, EPF, P.O. Box
7545, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107.

STILL MORE FINAL CHAPTERS
ON COAL

The Bureau of Land Management has
released its . 'Federal Coal Management
Program, Final Environmental Impact
Statement Supplement," Chapters 1-7,
and Appendices, Glossary and Refer-
ences. The bulky two-volume publication
is the latest in a series of EISs which first

. appeared in 1979. It is an overview of the
national coal leasing program, which has
been controversial since the early 1970s,
and, when implemented as the Powder
River Basin and other coal sales by former
Interior Secretary James Watt, became a
subject of national debate. The present
volumes evaluate the environmental,
socioeconomic, cultural and other impacts
of following the preferred leasing
alternative. The BLM predicts its chosen
alternative will lead to a substantial ~
increase in coal production in Utah and a
'decrease' in coal production in western
Colorado. Copies of the report are
available from: Andrew L. Strasfogel,
Project Coordinator, Interior Depr., BLM,
Office of the Assistant Director for Solid
Leasable Minerals, 18th and C Streets,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20240.

Buy Diamond 'n Back
tbe

special
bat

/
Each Diamond 'n Back hat is

hand knit on a circular needle using
a two-ply woolen yarn spun from
top quality New Zealand fleeces.

The hat is knit oversize, then
fulled to shrink, carefully dried, and
brushed by hand. The result is a
thick, felt-like material dense
enough to be wind and weather.
proof, soft and supple, and a
pleasure to wear. There are no
seams or pressure points.

Cuffed brim hat available in
medium and 1arge sizes for men and
women. One size rolled brim cloche
hat for women. Choose red, primary
blue, winter white, navy blue or
black. Each hat is $32 (Colorado
residents add 3 percent sales tax).
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.,.,.
Write: Ruth Hutchins, 1574 L Road,
Fruita, CO 81521.



LETTERS up in both states as Joe entered undesignared, and to instill the
communities to identify and coor- importance and effectiveness" of
dinate wilderness enthusiasts. citizen involvement. Besides conduct-

No single pers on can claim ing Siern r Club trips,]oe has started a
absolute credit for saving our public wilderness guide service based in
·lands from commercial exploitation. Portland. Participants receive an
However. ] oe Walicki motivated enjoyable backpacking experience and
countless people to' work with' equal a true sense of one person's dedication
commitment and untiring devotion to to wilderness preservation.
secure protection for deserving areas, I understand that an article must

After leaving TWS, Joe went back have limits, There are many deserving
to school to earn a bachelor's degree, wilderness activists who have worked' ,
while continuing to work in many for and with The Wilderness Society
areas of the environmental movement. over the years. Your article, however,
He currently serves as chairperson of was 'incomplete by not including] oe
the Nuclear Disarmament Committee with Clif, Dave, Bart, and the rest,
for the Sierra Club's Oregon chapter. among The Wilderness Society's

] oe believes that his role in life is "Outstanding Alumni,"
to introduce people to Northwest
wilderness areas, both protected and

December 23, 1985 .. High Coam, Netas-Ll

JOE WAIlCKI

Dear HCN,

I just carne across your August 5,
1985, special issue on the Wilderness
Society (TWS), The purpose' of the
article was not to provide a complete
historical perspective of the Society's
grassroots organization. One person,
however, must be acknowledged even
in a. cursory overview of the
organization's grassroots work.

] oe Walicki was the Pacific
Northwest representative for TWS for
10 years. Along with Bart Koehler,
Dave Foreman and] erry Mallett, ] oe

joined Clif Merritt's grassroots \vision
in 1972. They were the pioneers of
grassroots wilderness organizations.
Their success ultimately resulted in an
extensive field network unmatched to
this day by any other environmental
organization .. including the Wilder·
ness Society itself.

Cli£' s grassroots field team
members were 'never lone rangers w ••

rather, they were catalysts, pulling
people together into a unified and
influential citizen force.

Joe's commitment to wilderness
preservation and effective grassroots
organization was instrumental, either
directly or indirectly, in gaining
congressional wilderness designation
for over one million acres in Oregon
, and Washington. Many groups sprang'

Steve Payne
Olympia, Washington

Thank you Helen, Herb, Geoj, Phyllis, Bayard, Hal, Yvon, Reed, Jack, Jill ...
D. Geoffrey Tischbein
Ft. Collins, Colorado

Associate Bill Bryans
Laramie, Wyoming

Diane Ronayne
Boise, Idaho

Patron

Helen D. Haller'
. Ithaca, New York

Michael]. Kenney
DubOIS, Wyoming

Herb Karel
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Chuck and Dee Burnett
Ontario, Oregon

E.U. Wellstood
Danbury, Connecticut

David Marcus
Berkeley, California

Doug Fix
Denver, Colorado

Michael Ehlers
Boulder, Colorado

Brian and Elaine Hanson
Boise, Idaho

Michael S. Sample
Billings, Montand

David 1. Harrison
Boulder, Colorado

Martin Thomas
joliet, Montana

Yvon Chouinard
Ventura, California

Jeff Marti
Tacoma, WashIngton

Susan Harvey
Riverton, Wyoming

Phyllis Fox
Berkeley, California

] une and Gary Ferguson
Durango, Colorado

Friend C. Swanson
Salt Lake City , Utah

Marith and] ohn Reheis
Golden, Colorado

Reed K. Dills
Buena Vista, Colorado

Steven G. Vick
Indian Hills, Colorado

Barbara and Bill Mattingly
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Richard Cabe and Susan Tweit
OlympIa, Washington

Linda F. Rosen
Shawnee, Colorado

Jay Moody
Wilson, Wyoming

Thomas Udall and] ill Cooper
,Albuquerque, New Mexico

] ames Cannon and
Cheryl Stevenson
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Richard E. ] ohnson
Sun Valley, Idaho

Don, Ellie and Cora Crecelius
Story, WyomIng

Hannah H. Loeb
St, Cloud, Minnesota

Sandra E. and
Thomas A. Speicher
Denver, Colorado

] ack and Rachel Potter
ColumbIa Falls, Montana

]. Markle Austin
Norwood, Colorado

Robert Wagenknecht
Dillon, 'Montana

Sponsor
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o Payment enclosed 0 I prefer to pledge ~_ each 0 month 0 quarter over the I

next year. My first pledge payment is enclosed. I
Amount of contribution 0 I prefer to pay with 0 Visa 0 MasterCard I

Signature -----------,-1
For my $50 or more contribution, send a giftI
subSCripti0!1to: I
Name ,
.1.Address 1
---- 1

o We plan to list Research Fund contributors i~the ..pages of High Country News. Please check I'
here if you do not want your gift acknowledged In HeN. _ . I
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D. Mcintosh
Fairbanks, Alaska

Bayard D. Rea
Casper, Wyoming

Account Number ~::.- _

Walter and Cynthia Jesse!
Boulder, Colorado
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Address _

Hal Coyle
Acton, Massachusetts
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letter signed by the Secretaries of
Agriculture and Interior, who conser-
vationists say cannot agree on a new
fee formula.

After the agencies' draft report
was issued this March, the National
Cattlemen' s Ass5da'fi'on-tali~d-lt:i"Ffed
Obermiller, an economist from Oregon
State University, to do a survey of
costs to the .ranchers whohold grazing
permits. Obermiller said he found that
the government's low fees are more
than offset by higher maintenance and
predator costs. Idaho rancher Gerald
Tews, a member of the Public Lands
Council, a lobbying group for
cattlemen, said the federal fee
appraisal "violated fundamental
scientific principles, accepted ,,"p-
praisal methods and just plain
common sense."

Special issue on grazing fees

A search for fairness

In 1906, the Forest Service
made the first attempt at
correcting the seriousproblem

of overgrazing on public larids. The
Forest Service established a grazing
fee of 5 cents per head -- the cost of a
pack of gum -- for a cowand a calf for
one month. (At that time, there was no
charge for grazing on other public
range lands which are now under the
administration of BLM.) They also
attempted to restrict the numbers of
cattle and sheep permitted to graze on '
Forest Service lands.

Over the next 30 years, the fee on
Forest Service land fluctuated be-
tween 3 cents and 14 cents per animal
month. (An animal month is defined
as: a month's use and occupancy of
range by one weaned or adult cow,
buH, steer, heifer, horse, burro, or
mule, or five sheep or five goara.).'
During the same 30-year period,
ranchers continued to get free grazing
(no permit fee) on public range lands
which are now under the jurisdiction
ofBLM.

Because of the controversy over
low or non-existent" grazing fees, and
the devastation of public lands from
overgrazing, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt signed into law the Taylor
Grazing Act of 1934, creating the
Division ofr Grazing within the
Department of Interior.

The Taylor Grazing Act called for
reasonable fees to promote range
conservation and to "stabilize" the
Western livestock industry. Since only
5 percent of the Western livestock
producers hold grazing permits,. ,
however, rhis was never enough for
the grazing program to act as a
stabilizer for the livestock industry.
The Act also established grazing
districts and authorized committees-of
'local stockmen to jointly manage the
grazing districts along with personnel
from the Interior Department.

At the time the TaylorGrazing Act
was adopted, the Forest Service was
charging 14 cents per ADM. By 1936,

the grazing fee had been reduced once
again to 5 cents and remained at that
price until 1946.

Grazing fees remained less than a
dollar until 1974, when the Forest
Service raised its fee to $1.11 and the
BLMestablished a fee of$1 per AUM.
The fees reached a high of $2.41 and
$2.36 by the Forest Service and BLM,
respectively, in 1980. From 1981
through 1984,the fees steadily fell to
$1.35, the fee presently being charged
by both agencies.

In 1976, the Federal Land Policy
'and Management Act, dubbed
FLPMA,was passed. This act defined
"reasonable" grazing fees as those
which would be equitable to both the
government and the permittee
through fair-market pricing. It was the
first legislation that specifically
defined fair market value as equity for
the government.

The act also directed the Secretary
of Interior and the Secretary of
Agriculture to conduct a grazing fee
study. Both Secretaries submitted a
report to Congress on Oct. 21, 1977,
which resulted in the Public
Rangelands Improvement Act of 1978,
commonly called PRIA. PRIA estab-
lished a temporary fee schedule for a
period of seven years based on the
rancher's ability to pay and, once
again, directed the Secretaries of
Interior and Agriculrure to study the
grazing fee formula and submit
alternatives for new grazing fees to
Congress by Dec. 31, 1985.

As a result of the 1978directive
to study the grazing fee
system, the Departments of

Agriculture and Interior funded a$4
million appraisal of grazing practices
in 16Western states and two counties
in Texas. These 16Western states and
two counties were divided into six
pricing areas for srudy purposes. The
purpose of the appraisal was to
establish fair market values on private

grazing lands that were similar to the
public lands in each pricing area, and
to equate that value to the fees to be
charged on public grazing lands.

Fair market value is defined as the
amount that .Iivestock owners would
pay 'fot the grazing use if it were
offered for rent or lease in the open
marker. In none of the six areas was
$1.35 an AUM "fair;" in fact, prices
ranged from $9.50 to $6.40.

A final joint-agency report is due
by the end of the year, but Bobby
Williamson, director of range manage-
ment for the Forest Service, said the
70-page "technical report" won't be
very different from the draft released
this spring. What has been incorpor-
ated, he said, are comments from
some 7,000 people "mostly
ranchers. ',

Williamson said the agency
recommendations will come in a cover --Phil Taylor, Betsy Marston

Big'" NOOfJ •• ~

(Con#nued from page 1)

saying: "We support this and-nothing
more." That draft kept in place until
1991 the current $1.35 fee ranchers
pay to graze an animal for one month
and the current structure of grazing
advisory boards until 1996, although
two slots would be opened for
"wildlife representatives."

Michieli said although those
provisions remained unchanged, Sei-
berling suddenly added additional
language to the draft. "Someone,
bypassed the process by going to
Seiberling to put in their own
amendmenrs.: .

That someone is the conservation
community, Michieli said, and he
warned that "their persistency and
adarnancy will come to-haunt them.
Ranchers are the only steward these
public lands have -gor; their only
constituency is the livestock in-
dustry."

Michieli said one of Seiberling's
last-minute additions would have
barined livestock from public lands
deemed "unsuitable" for grazing.
"That would have invited lawsuits
from NRDC" (Natural Resources
Defense Council). "They would have
loved that;" he said: Other additions
to the draft were redefining the land
use planning section and putting a
- five-year - renewal limit on the
experimental stewardship program of
the BLM.

DebbieSease, a Sierra Club sraffer
in Washington, D.C., said Michieli's
recollection of the draft bill negotia-
tions is faulty. "The ranchers aren't
standing bywhat they said they could
live with early on. I'm. angty the
cowboys are taking that tack."

DaveAlberswerth, a Washington,
D.C., lobbyist with the National
Wildlife Federation, said the cattle
growers maywant to put the blame on
Seiberling for killing the draft bill at
the eleventh hour, but "it just ain't

, so." Alberswerth said conservation-
ists may have made an early errorin
not conresting the cattlemen's major

\ \'

demands for retention of the current
grazing fee, which is not tied to
comparable fees for grazing on private
lands, and the continued existence of
"single use" grazing advisory boards.

"No one in the environmental
community ever agreed to that, but
Senate and House staffs told us we
couldn't change that reality. We were
supposed to be satisfied with other
sruff," Alberswerth explained. "But
the .riparian section turned into
mush... The suitability section was
knocked out. We'd come tb agreement
with the cattlemen, but nothing ever
turned "P, in a draft;"

Feelingbetrayed, in part by the
congressional staffers who
drafted the bills, Alberswerth

said conservationists told Seiberling in
mid-December that unless rangeland
improvement language was restored,
and language removed that in effect
approved the BLM's opening up, in
1981, of 20 million acres to mineral
development, the nine conservation,

groups could not back a bill.
Seiberling incorporated the changes
into the draft bill, whereupon the
other key legislators rejected it.

In retrospect, Alberswerth said,
conservationists should not have
conceded on the grazing fee and
grazing board issues. "I argued with
Andy Weissner (former aide to
Seiberling) about that. It didn't work
because we couldn't get flexibility
elsewhere. "

Russ Shay agreed that the changes
Seiberling made in the draft bill were
"not greatly substantive. There were
. things, such as requiring grazing to be
consistent with multiple use, that
had dropped out of the first draft. "

Although most people involved
were disappointed a compromise bill
wasn't achieved, Shay said a bill
would still have ignored some issues.
Those included ranchers blocking
access to public lands by setting up
private, hunting clubs, subleasing
grazing permits at a profit and improv-
ing morale at the BLM.
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Wildlife is preyed on by cattle and sheep
_____ ---J'by Randy Morris

The desert grasslands of southern Idaho once
supported a vast population of antelope, buffalo,
deer, elk, moose, grizzly bear and wolves before

. settlers moved in during the 1840s. Where is all
the wildlife today?

Many conservationists say the forage has been
taken by cows and sheep on the nearly 12 million
acres of public land administered by the Bureau of
Land Management in Idaho. A case in point is the
1,690,473-acre Jarbidge Resource Area. The
BLM's recent resource management plan allocates
108,570 tons of range forage a year for cows, sheep
and horses, but only 926 tons a year of food for
antelope.

A thorough reading of management plans for
southwest Idaho shows that livestock are routinely
allocated about 100 times as much forage as
,antelope. Since a cow consumes about 6.15 times
as much food as a deer and 9.4 times as much as
an antelope, it would seem that a great deal of
wildlife could be maintained on a small amount of
land. Yet in southwestern Idaho's Jarbidge, the
BLM allows for only one antelope (year-round) for'
1,233 acres, while cows are distributed every 5.9
acres (per month). In the nearby Bruneau
Resource Area, the plan allows for one antelope
for every 2,428 acres.

Cows and sheep are primarily grazers of grass,
while deer and antelope are primarily browsers of
shrubs and forbs (i.e., small non-woody plants).
This makes comparisons in forage allocations
between wildlife and livestock an involved "apples
and oranges" process. Conservationists have been
critical of the BLM for not providing information
on the wildlife-carrying capacity of various
allotments in its environmental impact statements.

The BLM does document every pound of
[ivestock fo,rllg!'i,n):l!.form.of ~nimlll Unit Months
or "AUMs." (An AUM refers to the amount of
food a cow and calf will eat in a month. It has been
set rather arbitrarily at 800 pounds of food a
month.) Yet the BLMhas been unwilling or unable
to provide corresponding figures for wildlife on the
public's range.

Nowhere do environmental impact statements
list the "Wildlife Unit Months." Instead, the BLM
indicates wildlife population "goals" which are
not site specific and in no way indicate the actual
wildlife potential of an area. The public is forced to
accept the BLM's conclusions without insight into
the agency's rationale, methods or data.

Federal law requires that wildlife be given food
and habitat on the public's land (43 USC 1701),
that wildlife needs be evaluated in federal land use
plans (43 USC 1712), and that wildlife be given
values equal in weight with livestock (43 USC
1702). It even requires that part of the grazing fees
which the federal government receives for
allowing private livestock on the public's land
.must be used for fish and wildlife habitat
I enhancement (43 USC 1751).
I Throughout southern Idaho the destruction of
the public range by past and continuing grazing
abuse has had a' devastating impact on wildlife.
.About half of the range is classed in poor
condition. Only one or two percent survives In
excellent condition. In the Jarbidge Resource
Area, 57 percent of the crucial winter range for
mule deer is in poor ecological condition.
Thirty-nine percent of the antelope crucial winter
range is in poor condition and an additional 23
percent has been reseeded to a monocultute of
crested wheatgrass that is fine for cows, but
biologically not well suited to antelope. .

About half of the sage grouse nesting habitat is
in poor condition, and the BLM management plan
calls only for ,,"slower loss of nesting habitat,"
rather than any reversal for this rapidly dwindling
wildlife resource. Sage grouse hunting has been
virtually halted in Idaho in the last few years, and
only two huntable populations of IColumbian
sharp-tailed grouse remain in Idaho.

In spite of these wildlife habitat facts, the BLM
proposes major increases in livestock grazing in
Idaho over the next 20years. The Bruneau grazing
district will increase livestock grazing 42 percent.

The Jarbidge will see a 66 percent increase under
BLM plans. The Monument Resource Area, in
south-central Idaho, will have a 48 percent grazing
increase. Medicine Lodge Resource Area,
southw~st of Yellowstone National Park, will see a
14 percent increase in livestock grazing.

These four areas contain 6,109,633 acres,
which is over half of the BLM-administered land in
Idaho. These lands represent over 11 percent of
the state and include some of Idaho's most
importanr surviving wildlife resources. These
areas are home to most of Idaho's California
Bighorn sheep, about 8,800 mule deer, perhaps
5,550 pronghorn antelope, about 5,200 wintering
elk and 200 wintering moose. About 18,700 deer
winter in these four areas.

While this may seem like a lot of wildlife, these
populations 'are scattered over six million acres.
Meanwhile, 700,000 head of livestock graze on all
Idaho BLM lands at some time during the year.
This represents about 962,962 AUMs or 385,185
tons of forage for domestic livestock. Wildlife
receive less than 25,000 tons of forage on these
fOfltresource areas ,.and two-thirds of that wildlife
forage is concentrated in the Medicine Lodge
Resource Area.

In 1985, ranchers will pay about $1.3 million in
Idaho to graze on the public's land, of which 62.5
percent will return to the' ranchers for the
construction of range . 'improvements, " leaving
$487,500 to go to the federal treasury. Meanwhile
Idaho sportsmen will pay $15 to $20 million for
hunting and fishing licenses.

< Conservationists are astounded at the hold a'
handful of ranchers have on the public resources of
BLMlands. There are only 86 livestock permittees
in the 1,6~o 473·acre Jarbidge Resource Area.
There are only 79 permittees on the 2,379,014-acre
Bruneau Resource Area. Yet the ranching
community represents the strongest opposition to
wilderness designations, designations of areas of
critical environmental concern", elk reintroduc-
tions, ecological restoration (as opposed to
livestock forage increases), and wildlife population
Increases.

Five hundred and sixteen miles of fences are to
be constructed in these four resource areas, along
with 320 miles of livestock-watering pipelines.
Fences and pipelines are justified by the BLM as a-
method of distributing livestock from overgrazed
ranges onto less abused areas. In most cases this
means redistributing livestock onto areas that
were formerly available to wildlife alone.

The BLM converts more than 20,000 acres of
sagebrush into cow pasrure each year throughout
Idaho: Over the next 15 to 20 years the BLM
proposes to alter about a half-million acres of the
state. Conservationists might support these
actions if they were designed to return this land to
its pre-grazed condition. Instead, most of this
altered. land will be replanted to monoculrures of
crested wheatgrass, an exotic Asian grass that is.
not suitable for most wildlife. Large livestock
grazing increases are then planned on most of the
altered land -- grazing having been the cause of
the degradation in the first place. '

Are conservationists unmovably opposed to
livestock grazing on the public's land or is
compromise possible? Some would recommend
the following changes:

1..Half of all forage consumed in a resource
area should be allocated to wildlife. Various ratios

might occur across the area if overall forage were
divided equally" This division would fulfill the
congressional directive of Section 103(c) of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 .
(FLPMA).

2. The number of livestock on public range
should be reduced to an ecologically acceptable
carrying capacity. Range 'condition should be
improved in a reasonable period of time. In the
Monument Resource Area, only 20 percent of the
rllnge will move in an upward trend during the two
decades of the BLM"s plan while 68 percent of the .
area would remain in poor condition.

A careful reading of the BLM proposals
indicates that almost all improvements in range
condition are to be the result of vegetative
manipulation (chemical spraying, burning, Ot
crested wheatgrass seediags} or by dispersing
livestock into areas that are presently in good
ecological condition (i.e., wildlife areas) rather
than by reducing the numbc;rs of livestock on the
range.

3. Crucial wildlife winter range must be
preserved, restored and enhanced. Human
settlement in Idaho has occurred in narrow bands
along rivers and in mountain valleys. This has
made many wildlife winter habitats unavailable. It
would be useless to increase wildlife populations if
winter habitat is not present to carry animals
through the' winter.

4. Half of all range improvement funds' should'
be used to enhance wildlife habitat as provided
under Section 401(b) of FLPMA.

5. Live~tock should be moved away from
riparian zones so that the streams can recover. The -
BLM has begun to recognize the incredible
destruction of Idaho's desert streams by livestock
and has be~un fencing streams to protect them.
Still, present plans call for protecting less than a
third of the stream lengths, and after 20 years only
two or thre.! percent of the stream lengths will be
back in excellent condition.

6. Soil erosion from grazing must be controlled.
Grazing soil.loss rates range from about five tons
of soil per acre per year to an incredible 40 tons of
soil per acre per year. Tens of thousands of acres
are classified as having a "severe soil loss."
Perhaps 60 'million tons of BLM soil is lost into
Idaho's air 'and rivers each year. -This erosion
shortens the life of irrigation reservoirs,
contributes to the desettification of the land, and
threatens some productive farmland.

7. Native wildlife must be reintroduced into
their historical ranges. Elk and bighorn sheep
were virtually eliminated from many former
ranges on ~LM lands. Some reintroductions have
been made and more are enthusiastically
supported by conservationists. A proposal by
Nevada Oei,Partrnent .of Fish and Wifd!ife to
reintroduce! elk into the Jarbidge Mountains has
been blocked by ranchers. A few conservationists
have suggested rhar the reintroduction of buffalo
into the U~pe~ Snake River Plain should ,be
examined. :TheX reason that cows, deer, elk,. , I
antelope, and moose are there now. Where are the
buffalo? I _ i

Ccnservarionists insist that the federal
government must begin to, act more responsibly-
The sizabl~ federal subsidy of grazing fees and
federal meat import quotas cost the. taxpayers
many millions of dollars annually. Meanwhile,
Idaho sportsmen pay 15 times more for hunting
and fishing licenses than ranchers pay to graze on
BLM lands. Wildlife is a valuable resource that
. has suffered grievously from previous overgrazing
and continuing BLM management. It is past time
for equity.

o
Randy Morris of Mountain Home, Idaho, is a

dentist and state chairman of the Committee for
Idaho's High Desert.
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A rancher argues cattle grazing helps everyone
____ ..tby Heather Smith Thomas

A number of conservarion groups are taking an
avid interest in public land, and this is good. We
all need to be concerned about the health and
future of our land and wildlife.

But the alarming thing is that many people
.misunderstand the role of the rancher who grazes
cattle orsheep on public land. Some misinformed
people are actively working to get the livestock off
public lands. This anti-rancher movement is.
frustrating to those of us involved in range
ranching -- we who love our way of life and who
depend for our continued existence upon public
land grazing.

Our own ranch in Idaho is typical of many small
family ranches around the West. We live in a
county that is 93 percent federal land. When our
valleys and creeks were homesteaded during the
1880s through the 1920s, 160 to 320 acres was the
size of a legal homestead. Commonly, the creek
parcels contained only 20 to 30 'acres level enough
to plow for growing alfalfa or crops, or. close
enough to the creek to be irrigated for growing
wild hay. The rest of the homestead was steep
hillsides. In order to run enough cattle to make a
living the rancher had to grow hay for winter feed
on his few irrigated acres, and run his livestock on
surrounding mountainous federal land for summer
pasture.

On our small creek there have been, at
different times, 14 different homesteads. Almost
all failed due to lack of land and water. Pioneers
who invested so much of their time, labor and a
part of their lives into trying to create a home,
"starved out" and sold their small plot to a
neighbor, or were forced out because they couldn't
pay the taxes; the land was sold in a sheriff's sale.
Some of the homesteads reverted back to federal
land. It was an era of heartbreak and shattered
dreams.
• As happened all over the West, ranchers
became fewer and the ranches became larger, as a
matter of survival. What started out as several
small homesteads became consolidated into a few
small ranches as the ones who hung on bought out
their discouraged neighbors.

The numerous little homesteads on our creek
were lumped into four small ranches by the 1940s,
each with its accompanyingsmall "range right."
My father bought one of those places in 1955. But
these small ranches were marginal; they didn't
produce enough feed and cattle to make a living
for a family -- just not enough land.

Today my husband and I have put together
three of those small ranches. And although cattle
prices are low, our costs -- machinery, fuel, baling
twine, fence material, veterinary supplies and
services, rent and grazing fees, etc. -- have all
gone up, and our income from cattle sold has not
increased. We just about have a workable unit if
you include our BLM summer grazing.

We actually have all the land and livestock we
can handle; our children help us irrigate, put up
hay, and care for our 180 cows.. It's not enough
cattle to quite make the payments, meet expenses
and provide a living, but to get any larger would
require more investment in land and labor, which
we cannot afford. So we are a typical small family
ranch, struggling along to survive. .

Our four months of Bureau of Land
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Management grazing provides pasture for the
cattle during the growing season so we can have
them off our hay meadows and grow a crop of hay
for winter feed. Without BLM grazing, we would
have to keep the cows at home, which would mean
grazing them in the hayfields t: which would mean
no winter feed. We would have to reduce ourherd
considerably -- to such a.small number we would
not be able to continue ranching. Thus the most
important aspect of many ranches like ours is the
public land grazing -- summer pasture that
complements the base property and together
makes a viable unit.

Some people are saying that these Western
ranches aren't needed, that they're only a small
part of the beef industry and if they go broke it
won't really matter. But that's not true.

Ranching is the major industry in a lot of
Western communities, and the economic future of.
those communities, and by ripple effect the state
and the nation, depends upon the continuity of
ranching. Our economy is linked together just as
our ecology is intertwined; you can't damage or
destroy one segment without affecting another.
This isn't just a remote situation that affects only a
few Western ranchers:

Range grazing also uses a renewable resource
every year •. grass -. that can be used in no other
way to produce human food. Thatland is too steep,
dry, rocky, and its growing season too short to

. grow any crop other than food animals.
But the aspect of the furor which bothers me

the most is the accusation of so many
"conservationists" that livestock grazing has
"damaged" our wildlife. Peoplewho throw this
kind of accusation around haven't done their
homework. They haven't looked at history and
they haven't taken time to go out onto the land to
see for themselves. They are misleading the public
and doing the range rancher a grave injustice.

Grazing is actually the natural condition for
these lands. The native grasses developed under
grazing by buffalo, and Plains buffalo covered
most of the West. Its smaller relative, the
.mountain buffalo, thrived in what is now Idaho,
Oregon and parts of Washington. The grasslands
of this continent supported vast herds of bovine
grazers for hundreds of thousands of years, and
the plants evolved under those conditions.

Bones at old Indian kills (cliff sites where
Indians drove the buffalo to their deaths) give
evidence; of buffalo that roamed· our Idaho hills,
and we have found numerous buffalo horn shells
on our cattle range. Several of our hills still show
well-worn trails made by large herds. of buffalo
coming down" the mountains in their migrations.
Our cattle water at the same ponds, fight flies in
heat of summer along the same breezy ridges and
graze the same mountainsides as did the buffalo a
few hundred years ago.

We have merely reintroduced a grazing animal
-- domestic livestock -- to fill this ecological niche.
By managing our livestock and making seasonal
use or rotational.use of rangeland I we don't
damage it 'any more than. the buffalo did. They
grazed out an' area very thoroughly and then
moved on. "

There is much scientific evidence to show that
balanced useof range by a variety of grazers and
browsers is tQemost productive situation for both.
With wildlife alone, grass increases at the expense
of browse, since we no longer have the buffalo to
graze the grass, and feed becomes poorer for deer,
antelope and other browsers. With just livestock

. use, grass decreases and browse takes over.
Range studies during the 19605 showed that
wildlife habitat improved with good livestock
range management. Balanced use stimulates, the
many types of plants to' greater productivity.

Wildlife feed and habitat on this creek is better
today than it was in presettlement times.
Irrigation has increased the total feed along the
creek, benefitting wildlife as well as cattle.
Earlier, this creek had a little brush along the
bottom, and the rest of the land was dryland grass
and sagebrush. Now there is much more forage
and also mote"wetland habitat for a wider variety
of birds and non-game wildlife'. Ranching and

Heather Smith· Thomas

range grazing has improved the habitat for
wildlife. Increased production on ranches in this
arid country has made many more tons of feed
available. The Pacific Northwest has more game
now than it had for the last several hundred years
or longer.

The wildlife are thriving on our ranch and
range pastures. One day, just off the top of their
heads, our children named 36 species of mammals
and 72kinds of birds they'd seen on our place, and
I'm sure there are others we've missed or can't
identify.

There were no elk on our ranch or cattle range
up through the 1960s (the Lemhi Valley had no elk
in historic times), but in recent years an expanding
elk population from the Salmon River drainage
(where they were planted in the 1940s) has moved
over the mountain into. our area. Now our cattle
share range and home pastures with six to 20 elk
most times of the year.

Three pairs of golden eagles call our
range-ranch home; they hunt our meadows as well
as the range pastures, and we enjoy watching their
nesting activities on several high cliffs along our
upper canyons. We also have a lynx. Over the
years we've seen bobcats, foxes, and an occasional
cougar going through. We have a number of black
bear that come down along the creek for
chokecherries every fall -- and sometimes for
apples right in our front yard .- but no grizzlies.
This area never was grizzly habitat; the grizzly was
originally a plains animal.

Several pairs of coyotes raise their pups on our
range annually and catch mice in our hayfields.
Pheasants, quail, chukkar and grouse seem to
. think our place is some kind of bird refuge.
Pheasants by the dozens winter around our
haystacks and barnyards, although the eagles get
a number of them. We also have blue herons,
sandhill cranes, pileated woodpeckers and several
-pairs of red tail hawks that nest in cottonwoods
along our creek.

The range livestock industry is very compatible
with wildlife, and today more than ever may be
crucial for maintaining wildlife habitat and
environmental values in the West, The open space
required by livestock grazing maintains wildlife
habitat -- much more so than condos or a lot of
other uses' of the land. Our range improvements,
water developments and salt benefit wildlife as
well as livestock, and our continuity as a livestock
ranch assures that there will be a place here for
wildlife in years to come .

But if ranches like ours become uneconomical,
if we are forced or priced off federal lands, most of
these ranches would be sold for subdivisions.
Without the range 'permit, they are not functional
as ranches, and the only market for them would be
to developers who would cut them up into summer
homes and "ranchettes." -

If this trend continues our wildlife will lose out,
because many depend on private ranch'Tand for
pan of their feed and habitat. If livestock are
forced off public land and the dependent ranches
are sold and chopped up, the open spaces, lush

(Continued on page 15)
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BLM'sgrazing program is a national scandal
_____ ---"bySteve] ohnson

Like beetles on a carcass, II mere 2 percent of
the nation's cattle are consuming the Western
public lands that belong to -all Americans. So
abused are these lands that many millions of acres
are only one-tenth as productive as in
pre-settlemenr times.

About 1.5 million cattle are spread over 307
million acres of public land managed by the U.S.
Forest Service and the Bureau of Land

.Management in 11Western states. It now takes an
average of 168 acres to keep one cow alive for_a
year, or about nine times the "averagenational
stocking tate. .

No force in modern civilization has changed the
Western lands as much as livestock grazing.
Water projects, power plants, srriprnines ,
freeways and subdivisions combined are not equal
in scope to the changes caused by the ever-present
cow. The damage that began in the 1800s, and'
which continues to this day, has so changed the
land that it should not be called grazing, but
mining. Over vast areas of the West, the soil is'
gone. Viewed in the human time scale by which we
measure civilizations, such 8011has become a
non-renewable resource. It has been mined.

While neither of the federal agencies that
manage our vast heritage of land is doing a good
job, the performance of the BLM is truly a national
scandal. Sometimes called the Bureau of Livestock
and Mining, the BLMhas always been subservient
to the ranchers it 'supposedly regulates. The
condition of the land shows the results.

According to the BLM's own statistics, over 83
percent of its 174 million acres is in fair to poor
condition, with the long-term trend either static or
declining. For wildlife, the past 150 years of
grazing abuse have been particularly disastrous.

_.SQ!,De_of:me.§p$!:is;.s.that are _harmed bUhe d.ir!,ci
effects of grazing include elk, bighorn sheep, mule
and whitetail deer, pronghorn antelope, all species
of quail, cottontail rabbits, nearly all small birds,
most fish, and many species of amphibians and
reptiles.

To protect the livestock, the wolf and grizzly
bear were exterminated by ranchers, and the-
ranks of most other predators greatly diminished.
Both historically and in the present, the Western
livestock industry has shown no hesitation in using
the most lethal poisons. Due to their political
influence, the predacide 1080 is once again legal
on our public lands, to be used against our
wildlife.

Federal laws require that the public lands be.

managed for multiple uses. In practice, however,
those lands have traditionally been managed
chiefly for the benefit of the approximately 31,000
ranchers that have federal permits to graze the
public lands. Over the last half-century, those
permits have come to be viewed by the ranchers as
their private property.

When a ranch is sold, the fe~eralland permit is
also transferred to the new owner, even though the
private land may be only a few acres. Most of the
value of many ranches is derived from the market
value of the public lands under permit. So secure
is the tenure of such permits that barlks routinely
use them as collateral for ranch loans ..

Today's permit system, and the market value
of that permit in the real estate market, is the main
reason that the public lands are being overgrazed.
If the BLM or the USFS attempts to reduce the
number of cattle for environmental reasons, the
market value of the entire ranch is immediately
affected, which makes allies of the rancher and his
banker. Over the years, the political power of
ranchers and their lenders has often resulted in
the transfer, early retirement; or dismissal of
many federal employees who tried to reduce. cattle
numbers for the protection of the land. For the
BLMin particular, where Director Bob Burford is a
rancher, it is a rare employee who will seek
grazing reductions today. It's just not good for
career advancement. .

Permit value exists because the federal grazing
fee is greatly underpriced. According to a recent
four-year, $4 million professional appraisal of the

. grazing fees paid West-wide for all categories of
grazing land, a rancher with a public land grazing
permit pays only one-fourth. to one-eighth of fair
market value. During the course of the appraisal,
880ranchers with federalpermits were discovered
subleasing their allotments to other ranchers at
fair market -""lye, and pocketing the difference.
Because ranchers with federal land permits make-
up only 8 percent of the West's 360,000 ranchers,
such subleasing schemes are highly profitable.

Conservationists were shocked to discover that
subleasing is actually legal on BLM lands. As long
as the permittee owns or controls the base
property or the livestock, subleasing is legal.

The current BLM regulations allow the
permittee to lease his base property, yet still retain
ownership of the ranch, The lessee, who now has
control of the base property, is treated by the BLM
as the permittee. The permittee pays the federal
grazing fee for the public lands, and pays the
ranch owner an undisclosed amount of money for
the lease. itself. .The BLM makes no effort to
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Steve Johnson
determine the amout paid by the lessee/permittee
to the owner, calling it a "private contract." The
end result is that a large (and unknown) private
profit is made from the public land, while the
public continues to subsidize grazing programs on
federal lands.

In 1983, there was a $34 million deficit to
administer the grazing program on federal lands.
Jf fair market value for public land grazing had
been charged for the past seven years, the federal
government would have collected an additional
$500 to $700 million, according to BLM chief
appraiser Cliff Brownell.

While the taxpayer subsidizes the production
. ofoilly two perceneof rhe nation's beef supply, the

national beef market is in rapid decline.
Consumers are reacting, perhaps. permanently, to

the high cholesterol content of beef, and switching. -00'1
to fish, chicken and other red meat substitutes.

Over the last five years: according to the
National Cattlemen's Association, per capita
consumption of beef declined by about 40 percent.
In a declining beef market, the' federal grazing
subsidy that is unavailable to ·66 percent of all
Western ranchers is devastating. While a 2
percent level of beef production isn't much, it
takes on a whole new meaning when people are
eating less beef. Taxes alone on private land often
amount to more than current federal grazing fees.

The real subsidy, however, is not financial, but
ecological. The role of livestock grazing in the
processes of soil erosion, riparian destruction and
desertification is well documented. We are paying
for the production of a few cattle with a currency
we cannot afford .. our land, our streams, and our
wildlife.

D
Steve] ohnson is Southwest representative for

Defenders of Wildife in Tucson, Arizona.
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meadows, healthy stream banks and comparative
serenity of ranch and range land would be
replaced by subdivisions, people pressure, noise,
dogs, more roads and traffic, off-road vehicles,
and so on. And much of the wildlife would be lost.

D
Heather' Smith Thomas grew up on a -ranch

near Salmon, Idaho, and has been raising horses
and cattle since childhood, and writing about them
nearly that long. She and her husband, Lynn, have
been ranching near Salmon since 1967, raising
crossbred cattle and a few horses. Their teenage
children, Michael and Andrea, help with the ranch
work. Since 1958, she has sold more than 1200
articles to 134 different publications, and has
written seven books, including The Wild Horse
Controversy and Red Meat: The Onginal Health
Food.



A shot of used grass
__ -Dby Linda Hasselstrom

We named her for a racehorse
years ago, rhis old black whiteface
cow, because she was fast and
suspicious.

Whenever we moved the cattle
anywhere, she ran the opposite
direction. If she had a calf, it galloped
along in her wake, tail straight in the
air just like mama's, eyeballs rolling
white.

We knew she'd be troublewhen
we gathered cows for fall sale. I eased
the horse along behind the little bunch

, of cattle, paying no attention to her. If
all the other cattle moved ahead of the
horse, she would probably follow.

The cattle were still calm when we
got to the gate my husband George
had opened. Quietly, I, maneuvered
the horse among the cows, gently
cutting out the ones, to be sold and
'moving them through the gate.
Whenever you see a "cowboy"
thundering along behind a herd of
cattle, yelling and swinging his rope,
he's either in a movie or he's not
making much progress. Anyone who
does that with real cows is losing
money » they can run off hundreds of
pounds of saleable fat on a hot day. ,

Finally, every cow we wanted to
sell was outside the gate. Except
Whirlaway. While the others grazed
quietly, she stood beside the fence,
head up, alert. I walked the horse her
way, as 'though going for a quiet
Sunday ride. .

She threw her head and tail up and
trotted around me to join the group of
cattle we planned to leave in the
.pasture. OK, new tactic. I gathered
the bunch, and began to drive them all
outside the gate. It would be extra

LETTERS
CHARACTER ASSASSINATION
Dear HCN,

I find the articles in High Country
News informative, timely and interest-
ing. Your editorial diversity is unique.
I believe the niche the paper fills is
vital. This is why the recent
presentation of a letter in the paper
that directly and inflammatorily
impugns the character of an individual
is offensive and unbecoming the
strong editorial tradition of the News.
Your publication of Robert Weed's -
letter in the Nov. 25 issue lowers the
standards of HCN to the ignorant level
ofMr. Weed's tirade, denouncing the
honest and dedicated efforts of Dick
Carter, coordinator of the Utah
Wilderness Association.

Without doubt, character assass-
ination as published by you detracts
from the substance of the conservation
values we all strive for. The rancor.
Mr. Weed's letter spreads has no
place in the environmental movement,
and your complicity in the spread of
such defamatory personal attacks
raises questions of your editorial
integrity. Frankly, you disappoint me.

Marv Poulson
Salt Lake City, Utah

!
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BUREAU BOONDOGGLE
Dear HCN,

Your Central Utah Project article in
the Nov. 11 issue is an excellent

trouble, because then we'd'have to cut
back the ones we didn't want, but
worth it if she'd follow them quietly.

She wouldn't. She got right to the
gate and ducked aside. We tried this
maneuver several times, until my
horse was wet with sweat. Once I got
close behind her right at the gate and
whooped. She raised her tail and shot
out a stream of used grass, splashing
green allover my horse's chest. This
annoyed him. He snarled and opened
his mouth to bite the cow on the hip.
She raised her tail. He reconsidered
and his mouth snapped shut, teeth
clattering.

I decided to use another tactic that
sometimes works: tiring her out.
Trotting the horse, I simply followed
her wherever she wanted to go, back '
and forth on the flat, fortunately free
of prairie dog holes. Each time she got
close my husband and son, on foot,
would move back from the gate and I'd
try to cut her toward it.

My horse is a beautiful gray
part- Arab with a wonderful easy gait.
But he's lazy; he gets along with as
little work as possible. Only when he's
really angty, hot and tired does he
turn into the cutting horse his sainted
mother was, slashing back and forth
behind the cow, anticipating every
move she makes, crowding her with
his chest and teeth until she has no
choice. Half an hour of trotting behind
Whirlaway made him mad, and he
went to work. The big fall grass was
slick and treacherous. Each rime he
made a tight turn .. one of those where
he was almost horizontal to the
ground, I feared a fall, but he never
made a misstep.

Then Whirlaway kicked him in the
chest. He gasped, snorted and bit her

explanation of one of. the biggest,
ill-conceived boondoggles in the West
the Bureau and- its cronies have yet
"cooked up." If completed, it will
virtually wipe out 25 percent of the
blue ribbon trout streams -in Utah as
well as saddle the general taxpayer
with a monstrous bill. To entice the
Uinrah Indians, who own much of the
water in the Uinta Basin, to go along
with the scheme, the Bureau has built
them a "recreation reservoir" with
resort and all the trimmings. The
Indians' water diverted to Strawberry
Reservoir is supposed to be replaced
with water from Flaming Gorge. This
notwithstanding, there are two major
problems: 1. Flaming Gorge maxi-
mum pool is 6040 feet elevation,
whereas the diversions, as you point
out, are at about the 8,000 foot level,
leaving a large area between with little
water; 2)Flaming Gorge" Green River
water is laden with salt .. near the
point which makes its use for
irrigation questionable. In contrast,
the water from the Unita Mountains is,
of high quality.

Let's hope the people of Utah see
the light!

J ohn Herbert
Darby, Montana

WORD FROM ALASKA
Dear HCN,

I' now read the High Country News
with· even -more interest than I did
when I lived in the Rockies. Not that I
didn'tyead it completely a?d with

: I .
, ,

linda Hasselstrom, cUlting cows

tail. She kicked again just as he turned
but connected with my knee with one
back hoof, my ankle with the other. I
was absolutely sure the ankle was
broken, because of the intense pain,
and I was angty, but the leg went-
numb after a few minutes and I kicked
the horse into a gallop to pursue the
cow again.

The cow made a wide circle down
intoa gully; then up the side. We were
right behind her. When she reached
the top she suddenly turned and
roared down the hill, smashing her
head againsr my, horse's chest and
lifting him from the ground. .By this
time I was yelling words inappropriate
to a family magazine, but the horse
slid 'sideways and the cow 'hurtled
past. I've seen lots of bovine
maneuvers, but never a cow 'clever
enough to try to tip a horse over.

My husband was getting annoyed
with Whirlaway by this time and came
roaring up with the pickup, but the
cow immediately took to rough
country, forcing the pickup to go
around.

When the pickup caught up with
us, we began alternating driving .her:
when she got ahead of me, George
would turn her with the truck and then
I'd haze her along while he caught up.
Posts, baling wire, fence stretchers
and the usual collection of junk hung
suspended above the bed of the pickup

interest then; it just seems so far away
now. And I guess there is the ego
too: "They'll -never win all those
battles without me down there in the
trenches with them." Of course, my
rational mind intervenes and an-
nounces that both the environmental
battles and the various publications
recording them will continue fine
without me.

Enclosed is my change of address.
Other details include working as photo
editor (head of the photography
department at the Anchorage Daily
News, Alaska's largest and only
reasonable daily newspaper). In a land
of boosterism and blatant raping and
pillaging of the landscape, it is a real
credit to the quality of the paper that it
even exists, ret alone is the biggest in
the state. Hey, in Alaska you are a
rabid environmentalist if you support
me trapping of wolves rather than the
aerial shooting ofthem with automatic
weapons. When we came out against
trapping also, you can imagine the
howls were not from the wolves.

I wish you all well. Keep up the
fight, and keep that sense of humor
which has always given HCN the
distance from so damn many
publications and people who take this
battle to save our planet too seriously.
The issues are important, we aren't.

Richard Murphy -
Anchorage, Alask~

Richard Murphy is a frequent
contributor to HCN and until recently
was photographer for the Jackson
Hole News in Wyoming.
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as it bounced from rock to rock,
billowing black exhaust. Whirlaway
kicked the pickup; she swung her head
and smashed in a door panel. Once,
with him behind and me trying to turn
her, she dashed straight into a barbed
wire fence. The next time she swung
her head against the truck, she
smeared blood from the barbed wire
cuts along the door.

Finally, she slowed down, turned,
and plodded steadily almost two miles
back to the gate. All of us were
running with sweat. The next day she
seemed to have recovered completely.

No, we weren't torturing her
unnecessarily. She was old and dry ..
that is she wouldn't calve the next
year. She had to go and if we'd let her
get away we'd have had to do the
same thing allover again.

Not all cows are this hard to corral,
but a half day like this one isn't really
unusual in the cattle business either.
Whenever a city friend envies us the
ranching life, and says, "All you have
to do is sit around and watch those
cows get fat;" I think of Whirlaway.
And I don't think too badly of her.
After all, she helped me prove I can
still cut cattle. ' ,

o
Linda Hasselstroin is a rancher and

poet in Hermosa, South Dakota.

CLOCKWORK GRIZZLY
Dear HCN,

A recent issue of Backpacker
featured an article on aversive
conditiotting of grizzly bears by
blasting aggressive or inquisitive
bears with plastic bullets. A recent
issue ofHigh Country News featured a
similar article where capsicum (red
pepper) sprays are being tested on
captive grizzlies to achieve the same
goal: avoidance of humans. Neither
article questions the validity, ethics,
or possible consequences of such
activity.

Such conditioning will restrict the
travel that is necessary for grizzlies by
teaching them to avoid areas that are
pan of their range. Will such range
restrictions prevent the bears from'
finding adequate food or denning
sites? Will eliminating the grizzlies'
naturally aggressive instincts do the
same? If a bear being pelted with
rubber bullets attacks the' person
harassing- it, rather than retreating,
will it be destroyed in a "management
action?"

The Yellowstone grizzly population
is presently on the road to extinction, .
largely' because of human encroach.
ment into its habitat. A crowded
animal is a dangerous animal. Instead

• of giving the grizzly the space it needs
by designating and strictly managing
critical habitat, federal agencies are
attempting to solve their problems by
'creating a "Clockwork Grizzly."

Eric Holle
Boulder, Colorado


